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Abstract
The study of the reliability of networks dates back until the early 20th century. A
paper by Moore and Shannon from 1956 was the first take on electrical networks and
their reliability. Since then, many different reliability measures have been developed
and investigated for networks modelled as graphs. Amongst others, there is very much
literature on two-terminal reliability and all-terminal reliability. However, there are few
papers mentioning reliability regarding higher connectivity of the graph. This thesis
deals mainly with the two-edge connected reliability of undirected graphs.
General complexity considerations show that the reliability measures considered here
are NP-hard to compute. Algorithms that are simple, but not efficient for general
graphs as well as reductions are presented. The notion of splitting is introduced and
how it can be used to decompose the graph. Furthermore, characterizations of edges
with the help of pathsets are presented. New structural conditions are shown. The
remainder explores the question how efficient algorithms can be found for special graph
classes and if there are efficient bounds or approximation algorithms. We have results
for graphs with high density and symmetry, i.e. complete and complete bipartite
graphs. Naturally graphs with low density are more manageable. Results for cycles,
wheels and ladder structures are shown. Graphs with restricted path width or tree
width have polynomial algorithms and in more special cases simple formulas which are
shown. The last part deals with bounds and approximations for the two-edge connected
reliability.
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11. Introduction
The analysis of reliability has a long history in engineering and mathematics. A his-
torical review of early results can be found in [Bar84]. Some key points will be given
here. The theory of reliability stems from technology with mainly military applica-
tions. The first papers are from the 1930s and considered machine maintenance using
Poisson distributed processes. Further keywords until the 1950s are renewal theory
with generalized Poisson processes and fatigue life in materials as well as life testing
using the exponential and Weibull distribution.
A less engineering and more mathematical approach on the analysis of reliability began
with a paper of Moore and Shannon in 1956 where they discussed the reliability of
electrical relays and defined the corresponding reliability function [MS56]. The theory
of coherent structures started with a paper by Birnbaum, Esary and Saunders [BES61].
In the 1970s several new concepts were studied: fault tree analysis with Boolean logic
(calculating reliability with minimum cuts) and shock model research (describing sys-
tems exposed to shock at random times). The analysis of the complexity of reliability
problems started with a paper by Rosenthal in 1975 [Ros75]. In the late 1970s and
1980s a more graph theoretic approach began to arise, e.g. domination theory was
introduced by Satyanarayana and Prabhakar in 1978 [SP78]. Since computing the
probability that a graph is connected is NP-hard, graph classes (e.g. series-parallel
networks for all-terminal reliability) and reductions (e.g. polygon-to-chain reductions
for K-terminal reliability) were investigated.
A survey on more recent results can be found in [BSS09]. This paper contains reliability
analysis and synthesis findings. Synthesis means to construct a graph with optimal
properties under given contraints, e.g. a graph of given order and size and maximum
all-terminal reliability. Also recently, new reliability measures have been defined and
studied, e.g. the diameter contrained reliability (see for instance [Pet08] by Petingi)
and the average reliability (see [BCE14] by Brown et al.).
In the following, we consider probabilistic graphs with stochastically independently
failing edges and perfectly reliable vertices. The main topic is the two-edge connected
reliability which is the probability that the probabilistic graph is two-edge connected.
The dissertation is structured as follows. In the next chapter, the theoretical back-
ground is described. This includes graph theoretic definitions and some basic theorems
as well as reflections on the connectivity of graphs. Then the reliability measures are
defined together with their different representations. After this, the complexity of relia-
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Fig. 1.1.: The graph of the ARPANET from 1970 (figure redrawn, original in [EK10]), an early
network of American universities and a precursor of the internet. It was a network example often used
for reliability analysis in the 1970 version and also later versions (see for instance [SP78] and [PS86]).
bility problems and basic algorithms to compute reliability together with reductions are
considered. In the next section, algorithmic results are presented. One of them is the
splitting technique. Using this method, special graphs are needed, namely forests with
labelled and unlabelled nodes. We give a proof for a modified version of a former un-
proved generation algorithm. Characterizations of edges as irrelevant and essential are
given. Our new results show how these different kinds of edges are related. Regarding
special cases and graph classes we give explicite formulas for wheels, bipartite wheels
and complete bipartite graphs as well as a recursive formula for complete graphs.
A section is dedicated to graphs with restricted path width and tree width. It is
developed from special cases to general graph classes. First a formula for the two-
edge connected reliability of the fan and the Brecht-Colbourn ladder is shown. This
leads to the graph class of two-paths which also can be handled easily. A polynomial
algorithm is presented for two-trees that also works for partial two-trees. More general
are graphs with restricted path width. Further algorithms for them from the literature
are described.
We apply the simple, BBST and Kruskal-Katona bounds given by Colbourn for the
all-terminal reliability to the two-edge connected reliability. Further ideas how it can
be bounded are given and some approximation algorithms are mentioned.
32. Graph Theoretic Basics
2.1. Graph Theoretic Definitions
2.1.1. Basic Definitions
The definitions in Section 2.1.1 to 2.1.2 follow the notation and definitions of [BM08]
and [Tit11].
Definition 2.1.1 (Graph). An undirected simple graph is an ordered pair G = (V,E)
with the vertex set V and the edge set E where V and E are disjoint. The incidence
function ψG assigns a vertex subset of cardinality two to each edge. If G is a multigraph,
then E is a multiset and loops (edges with vertex subsets of cardinality one assigned)
may occur. A graph is called directed if the incidence function assigns an ordered pair
to each edge. A subgraph H = (W,F ) of G is a graph with W ⊆ V and F ⊆ E,
∀e ∈ F : e ⊆ W . The graph G is called a supergraph of H. The number of vertices |V |
is called the order of the graph and the number of edges |E| is the size of the graph. If
there are several graphs, we write V (G) and E(G) for the vertex and edge set.
If not stated otherwise, in the following multigraphs without loops are considered.
Loops are not relevant for the reliability measures examined here and may be deleted.
If vertices are merged into one in a graph operation, the emerging vertex will be called
a node to distinguish it from the remaining vertices.
Definition 2.1.2 (Adjacency, neighbourhood and degree). Two vertices u and v of a
graph G = (V,E) are adjacent if there is an edge which is assigned the set {u, v}. For
briefness, we write e = {u, v} and identify the edge with the assigned subset. In this
case, the vertices u and v are called end vertices of e and e is said to be incident to u
und v, respectively, and vise versa. The vertices u and v are called neighbours. The
open neighbourhood N(u) and the closed neighbourhood N [u] of a vertex u ∈ V are
defined by
N(u) = {v ∈ V |{u, v} ∈ E} and N [u] = N(u) ∪ {u}.
The degree of a vertex u ∈ V is the number of edges incident to u. The maximum and
minimum degree of a graph G are denoted by
∆G = max
u∈V
{deg u} and δG = min
u∈V
{deg u}.
A widely known result is the handshake lemma phrased as early as 1736 by Leonard
Euler, proved by counting in two ways. The paper [HW04] investigates his result for
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the famous problem of the Seven Bridges of Königsberg from a historical point of view.
For a graph G = (V,E), the following holds.∑
u∈V
deg u = 2|E|.
Definition 2.1.3 (Paths and cycles). With l ≥ 0 a walk is an alternating sequence
v0, e1, v1, . . . , vl−1, el, vl of vertices v0, . . . , vl and edges e1, . . . , el such that vi−1 and vi
are the end vertices of ei for all i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. A path graph Pn is a simple graph
whose vertices and edges can be arranged as a walk with distinct vertices. If a path is
a subgraph of a graph G, it is called a v0-vl path of G and its length is the number of
its edges. A closed walk is a walk v0, e1, v1, . . . , vl−1, el, vl with v0 = vl. A cycle graph
Cn is a simple graph whose vertices and edges can be arranged as a closed walk with
distinct vertices. The length of a cycle is the number of its edges. If the cycle C is a
subgraph of a graph G = (V,E), a chord of C is an edge e ∈ E that is not contained
in C and has both end vertices in C.
Definition 2.1.4 (k-cycle). A k-cycle Cn,k with n vertices is a cycle Cn where each
edge is substituted by k parallel edges. A maximal set of parallel edges in a k-cycle is
called a k-bundle.
Definition 2.1.5 (Connectivity and components). A graph is connected if a u-v path
exists for every two vertices u and v of the graph. A component is a maximal connected
subgraph.
Definition 2.1.6 (Spanning and induced subgraphs). A subgraph is called spanning if
it contains all vertices of the graph. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and W ⊆ V be a vertex
subset. The subgraph induced by W has the vertex set W and contains all edges of E
whose end vertices are both in W . The induced subgraph is denoted by G[W ].
Definition 2.1.7 (Forests and trees). A forest is a graph that contains no cycles as
subgraphs. A tree Tn is a forest that is connected.
Definition 2.1.8 (Nullgraph, edgeless and complete graph). In the null graph, both
vertex set and edge set are empty. It is mostly excluded from considerations (see
[HR74]). An edgeless graph Kn of order n is a graph with a nonempty vertex set
and an empty edge set. A complete graph Kn is a simple graph where each two vertices
are adjacent. A k-clique of a graph G is a simple subgraph of order k that is complete.
Definition 2.1.9 (k-paths and k-trees, [Pro84]). A k-tree is either a complete graph
Kk or a k-tree Q′ of order n − 1 with n > k together with a vertex adjacent to a
k-clique of Q′. A k-path is defined by an alternating sequence of k- and (k + 1)-
complete subgraphs K0k , K1k+1, K1k , . . . , K
l−1
k , K
l
k+1, K
l
k where each Kik+1 contains exactly
two distinct k-complete subgraphs Ki−1k and K
i
k with 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
Definition 2.1.10 (Graph transformations). Let G = (V,E) be a graph. If a subset W
of the vertex set (F of the edge set) is deleted, the resulting graph is denoted by G−W
(G−F ). If W (F ) consists of a single vertex v (edge e), we write G−v (G−e) instead
of G − {v} (G − {e}). Deleting a vertex results in deleting all incident edges, too. If
two vertices u and v are merged in G, they are identified and all incident edges are
redirected to the arising node. The resulting graph is denoted by Guv. The contraction
of an edge G/e is performed by merging its end vertices and deleting loops that might
occur.
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Definition 2.1.11 (Isomorphism). Two graphs G = (V,E) and H = (W,F ) are iso-
morphic (G ∼= H) if two bijections θ : V → W and φ : E → F exist such that
ψG(e) = {u, v} if and only if ψH(φ(e)) = {θ(u), θ(v)}.
2.1.2. Graph Operations and Definition of Further Graph
Classes
Definition 2.1.12 (Union of graphs). The union G ∪H of two simple graphs G and
H is the graph with the vertex set V (G) ∪ V (H) and the edge set E(G) ∪ E(H). If G
and H are disjoint, their union is called a disjoint union and is denoted by G+H.
Definition 2.1.13 (Graph join). The join G∨H of two graphs G and H is the disjoint
union G+H where edges between every vertex of G and every vertex of H are added.
Definition 2.1.14 (Graph products, [HIK11]). Let G = (V,E) and H = (W,F )
be two graphs. The Cartesian product GH is a graph with the vertex set V × W
and the edge set {{(v1, w1), (v2, w2)} if v1 = v2 ∧ w1is adjacent to w2 or if w1 = w2 ∧
v1is adjacent to v2|v1, v2 ∈ V,w1, w2 ∈ W}.
Definition 2.1.15 (Graph classes defined by graph join). The graph join of a path
Pn−1 and a single vertex K1 yields the fan graph Fn on n vertices. A wheel graph Wn
on n vertices is defined as the graph join of the cycle Cn−1 and the K1. The star graph
Sn is defined by Kn−1 ∨ K1. The complete bipartite graph Ks,t can be generated by
Ks ∨Kt.
Definition 2.1.16 (Bipartite Wheel BWk). The bipartite wheel graph BWk with k
vertices of degree two is constructed from a wheel Wk+1 by substituting each edge of the
cycle Ck by a P3.
Definition 2.1.17 (Brecht-Colbourn ladder). A Brecht-Colbourn ladder Bn is the
graph arising from the Cartesian product of paths P2 and Pk, with k ≥ 2, with the
vertex set {v1, . . . , vk, w1, . . . , wk} and additional edges: each wi is adjacent to vi+1 for
all i = 1, . . . , k − 1 (see Figure 2.1).
w1
v1
w2
v2
w3
v3
wk−2
vk−2
wk−1
vk−1
wk
vk
Fig. 2.1.: Brecht-Colbourn ladder.
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2.2. Graph Connectivity
2.2.1. Definitions and Fundamental Theorems
Definition 2.2.1 (Separating vertex set, [Tit11]). Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph.
Then a vertex subset X ⊂ V is a separating vertex set if G−X is disconnected. If the
separating vertex set consists of only one vertex, this vertex is called an articulation
or cut vertex. A bridge or cut edge is an edge whose deletion increases the number of
components of the graph.
Definition 2.2.2 (Vertex separator [BE05]). Let G = (V,E) be a graph, u, v ∈ V and
let u and v be non-adjacent. A vertex separator is a vertex subset S ⊂ V such that u
and v are in different components in G− S.
Definition 2.2.3 (Edge separator [Jun13]). An edge subset F ⊂ E with respect to two
vertices u, v ∈ V is an edge separator if every u-v path has at least one edge of F .
Definition 2.2.4 (Edge cut [NI02]). Let G = (V,E) be a graph and X, Y ⊂ V be
vertex subsets of G. The set EG(X, Y ) is the set of edges between the vertex sets X
and Y and dG(X, Y ) = |EG(X, Y )|. For Y = V \ X, we write EG(X) and dG(X).
EG(X) is called an edge cut and dG(X) is the size of the cut. The cut separates the
vertices u and v if u ∈ X and v ∈ V \ X or vice versa. A minimum cut is a cut of
minimum cardinality in G.
Definition 2.2.5 (Edge connectivity [NI02]). A graph G is k-edge connected if the
size of every cut is at least k. The local edge connectivity λG(u, v) is the minimum
size of all edge cuts that separate two vertices u and v in G. The edge connectivity λG
for a graph G 6= K1 is the cardinality of a minimum cut in G.
Definition 2.2.6 (Vertex and edge connectivity, alternative definition [GY03]). The
vertex connectivity κ(G) ( edge connectivity λ(G)) of a connected graph is the mini-
mum number of vertices (edges) whose removal from G results in a disconnected graph.
Definition 2.2.7. A k-vertex (-edge) connected component is a maximal subgraph that
is k-vertex (-edge) connected. A block is a two-vertex connected component of a graph.
The edge connectivity of the K1 is set to infinity for convenience. The vertex connec-
tivity of the complete graph Kn does not follow directly from the definition and is set
to n − 1 by convention. A well known inequality which was proved by Whitney in
1932 is κ ≤ λ ≤ δ [Whi32]. In denser graphs (higher size compared to order) the edge
connectivity reaches its upper bound:
Theorem 2.2.8 ([Cha66], taken from [BE05]). In a graph G = (V,E) with minimum
degree δ(G) ≥ b|V |/2c, the edge connectivity λG equals the minimum degree.
A graph is called maximally edge connected if λ = δ. Results concerning maximally
edge connected and maximally vertex connected graphs can be found in [HV08].
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The graph theoretic equivalent to Karl Menger’s result on general curve theory from
1927 is the following theorem (cited from [BE05]). A short proof of this classical result
was given by Göring and can be found in [Gör00].
Theorem 2.2.9. Let P and Q be two subsets of vertices of an undirected graph. The
maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths connecting a vertex u of P and a vertex v
of Q is equal to the minimum cardinality of any set of vertices intersecting every path
from u to v.
Theorem 2.2.10 (Menger’s Theorem as a corollary of Theorem 2.2.9, [BE05]). Let s
and t be vertices of an undirected graph G = (V,E). If s and t are not adjacent, the
maximum number of vertex-disjoint s-t paths is equal to the minimum cardinality of
an s-t vertex separator.
Theorem 2.2.11 (Edge version of Menger’s Theorem [BE05]). The maximum number
of edge-disjoint s-t paths is equal to the minimum cardinality of an s-t edge separator.
This result can also be phrased in a different way. Ford and Fulkerson state the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.12 (Edge-analogue of Menger’s Theorem, [FF56]). Let u and v be non-
adjacent vertices of a connected non-trivial graph G. λG(u−v) is the maximum number
of edge-disjoint u-v paths. Then λG(u− v) = λG(u, v).
Beineke and Harary also defined a combined vertex and edge connectivity. A connec-
tivity pair (k, l) for a graph G consists of two natural numbers k and l such that some
set of k vertices and l edges leaves the graph disconnected when deleted, but there are
no such sets with either k − 1 vertices and l edges or k vertices and l − 1 edges.
Theorem 2.2.13 ([BH67], taken from [BE05]). Let G be a graph and (k, l) be a con-
nectivity pair for two vertices s and t of G. Then k+ l edge-disjoint paths exist between
s and t and k of them are also vertex-disjoint (except for s and t).
Some simple bounds for the edge connectivity were found by Harary:
Theorem 2.2.14 ([Har62]). A graph G with n vertices and m edges has a maximum
vertex and edge connectivity of b2m
n
c if m ≥ n − 1 and 0 otherwise. The minimum
vertex and edge connectivity of G is m− (n−1
2
)
if
(
n−1
2
)
< m ≤ (n
2
)
and 0 otherwise.
Further results and surveys regarding the edge connectivity can be found in [Fra00]
where Frank presents and generalizes notions of edge connectivity for orientations and
augmentations. The paper [KT04] by Kammer and Täubig contains a survey on algo-
rithms for vertex and edge connectivity.
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2.2.2. Characterization and Further Lemmas
Lemma 2.2.15 (Characterization of two-edge connectivity). A connected graph G is
two-edge connected if an only if each of its edges is contained in a cycle.
Proof. This Lemma follows from Menger’s Theorem. Consider an arbitrary edge e =
{u, v} of a graph G. If G is two-edge connected, there are at least two edge-disjoint u-v
paths. One of them consists solely of e and a second one forms a cycle together with e.
So e is contained in a cycle. If conversely the edge e is contained in a cycle of G, the
cycle can be split into two edge-disjoint paths connecting u and v (one consisting solely
of e). Since this applies to every edge e of G, the graph G consists of components that
are all two-edge connected. G is two-edge connected because it is connected.
Lemma 2.2.16. For every edge of a two-edge connected graph, there is a cycle which
contains the edge and is contained fully in only one block of the graph.
Proof. Since blocks are two-vertex connected components, two different blocks of a
graph may have at most one vertex and no edge in common. Otherwise the maximality
would be contradicted. So each cycle is fully contained in a block and according to
Lemma 2.2.15 and the two-edge connectivity of the graph, each edge is contained in a
cycle.
Lemma 2.2.17. An articulation in a two-edge connected graph has a degree of at least
four.
Proof. An edge incident to an articulation v lies on a cycle contained fully in this block
(Lemma 2.2.16) and thus there are at least two edges incident to v in one block. Since
v is contained in at least two blocks, it has at least four incident edges.
2.2.3. Algorithms for the Edge Connectivity
Flow-Based Connectivity Algorithms
An overview of the history of maximum flow algorithms is given by Brandes and Er-
lebach and can be found in [BE05]. The basic idea is to use a maximum flow algorithm
to compute the local edge connectivities λG(u, v) for all or some pairs of vertices u, v
of the graph. Then the edge connectivity λG is the minimum of the local edge connec-
tivites. The following overview of the algorithm follows along the lines of [Tit11].
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Maximum Flow Algorithm by Ford and Fulkerson [FF56]
Definition 2.2.18 (Network and network flow). A network is a directed graph G =
(V,E) with a source vertex s ∈ V and a sink vertex t ∈ V together with a mapping
c : E → R+ of edge capacities. Together with E+(v) = {(v, u) ∈ E} and E−(v) =
{(u, v) ∈ E} for a vertex v ∈ V , a network flow is a mapping f : E → R such that the
flow value coming out of a vertex equals the incoming flow value:∑
e∈E+(v)
f(e) =
∑
e∈E−(v)
f(e) for all v ∈ V \ {s, t}.
The value of the flow is the number∑
e∈E+(s)
f(e)−
∑
e∈E−(s)
f(e).
A network flow is feasible if it satisfies the capacity constraint
0 ≤ f(e) ≤ c(e)∀e ∈ E.
The algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson searches for the maximum flow from the source
vertex s to the sink vertex t that is a feasible flow of maximum value. In each step,
the flow is feasible.
Definition 2.2.19 (Cocycle). A cocyle Ω(X) of a directed graph G = (V,E) with a
vertex subset X ⊂ V is an edge subset Ω(X) = Ω+(X) ∪ Ω−(X) where
Ω+(X) = {(u, v) ∈ E|u ∈ X ∧ v ∈ V \X}
is the set of edges going out of X and
Ω−(X) = {(u, v) ∈ E|u ∈ V \X ∧ v ∈ X}
is the set of edges coming in to X.
Definition 2.2.20 (s-t cut). Given a flow network with a vertex subset X such that
s ∈ X and t ∈ V \X, the cocycle Ω(X) is called an s-t cut of the network. The term
c(X) =
∑
e∈Ω+(X)
c(e)
is the capacity of the s-t cut.
Theorem 2.2.21 (Ford and Fulkerson, cited from [Tit11]). A feasible flow f in the
flow network is a maximum flow if and only if the following condition is fulfilled. There
is an s-t cut Ω(X) such that ∑
e∈Ω+(X)
f(e) = c(X).
In other words, the value of the maximum flow equals the minimum capacity of an s-t
cut of the flow network.
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Definition 2.2.22 (Augmenting path). Each s-t path in the flow network has edges
that are called forward edges if they are traversed along the s-t path aligned to their
orientation and backward edges otherwise. For every edge of the s-t path, the following
measure is defined.
∆(e) =
{
c(e)− f(e) if e is a forward edge,
f(e) otherwise.
The s-t path is an augmenting path P of the flow network if the minimum ∆(P ) of
∆(e) for all edges e along the path P is greater than zero.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm Max-Flow
Input: Network consisting of a directed graph G = (V,E), source vertex s ∈ V , sink
vertex t ∈ V , mapping c : E → R+ for edge capacities.
Output: Maximum flow value between source s and sink t.
f(e) := 0 for all edges e ∈ E
while augmenting path P exists do
find ∆(P ) = min{∆(e) : e ∈ E(P )}
for all edges e of P do
if e is forward edge then
f(e) := f(e) + ∆(P )
else
f(e) := f(e)−∆(P )
end if
end for
end while
return
∑
e∈E+(s)
f(e)− ∑
e∈E−(s)
f(e)
The flow stays feasible in each iteration of the while loop because the flow value in-
creases by ∆(P ). For each edge at most the difference between the capacity and the
former flow is added so that the capacity is not exceeded by the flow. The algorithm
runs until the conditions of Theorem 2.2.21 are fulfilled and thus a maximum flow is
found, or otherwise t cannot be reached from s in the network and the value zero is
returned.
The Max-Flow algorithm is applied to compute the local edge connectivity λG(s, t) by
replacing all edges of an undirected graph G by a pair of antiparallel directed edges with
capacity one each. The complexity of this is O(min {m3/2, n2/3m}) by Lemma 7.6.3 of
[BE05]. The number of calls of Max-Flow can be reduced from
(
n
2
)
(all vertex pairs) to
n−1 by fixing s and taking t as the other n−1 vertices since one of those vertices must
be separated from s by a minimum cut (with λG edges). The complexity of finding
the edge connectivity as the minimum of all those local edge connectivities is therefore
O(nmmin {m1/2, n2/3}).
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Faster Algorithms
A Simple Algorithm for Two-Edge Connectivity A graph is two-edge connected if
and only if it is connected and has no bridge. Both properties can be tested by depth
first search (DFS). This well-known algorithm is performed recursively. The vertices
of the graph are processed to get the DFS tree and the k-th visited vertex gets the
DFS number k (dfsnum in the following algorithm). The algorithm terminates because
every vertex is processed exactly once. Furthermore, the lowpoint number is stored for
each vertex v which is the minimum of the DFS number of v and the DFS number of a
vertex u with the following property: Take the lowest DFS number of a predecessor u
of v such that there is a backward edge (not in the DFS tree) {u,w} from a descendant
w of v.
The graph is connected if all vertices are processed in one run. An edge of the DFS
tree is a bridge if both lowpoint and DFS number of its lower end vertex have the same
value. This condition applies the property that there are no backward edges from the
lower end vertex of a bridge to one of its predecessors. Otherwise, a cycle would be
closed.
The following algorithm (Algorithm 2 and 3) is designed for simple graphs. However, it
can also be applied for multigraphs since each suspected bridge is tested for multiplicity
greater than one. The complexity of the DFS algorithm is O(n + m) for depth first
search if the graph is available as an adjacency list, i.e. the list of neighbours is given
for every vertex. The algorithm NoBridgeCon has therefore the complexity O(n+m)
since for testing of bridges, we add O(n). For a further description of depth first search
and connectivity tests, see [Tar72].
Algorithm 2 Algorithm NoBridgeCon(G)
Input: A graph G = (V,E).
Output: A boolean value: true if and only if graph has no bridges and is connected
(i.e. is two-edge connected).
n := |V |
initialize lowp, dfsnum, preced (list), dfstree (set of edges)
k := 0, start vertex v
DFS(G, v)
if k < n, i.e. G not connected then
return false
end if
for all edges (u, v) in dfstree do
if lowp(v) = dfsnum(v) and (u, v) no multiple edge, i.e. e is a bridge then
return false
end if
end for
return true
Another algorithm for finding bridges is given by Tarjan in [Tar74], but not used here.
Algorithms to find connected and biconnected components of graphs via depth first
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm DFS(G, v)
Input: A graph G = (V,E) with vertex v ∈ V .
k := k + 1
lowp(v):= k
for all neighbours w of v do
if dfsnum(w)= 0 then
preced(w)= v
add (v, w) to dfstree
DFS(G,w)
lowp(v)= min{lowp(v), lowp(w)}
else
if preced(v)6= w and dfsnum(w) < dfsnum(v) then
lowp(v):= min{lowp(v), dfsnum(w)}
end if
end if
end for
search can be found in [HT73] and [Tar72]. A different approach on edge and vertex
connectivity that also uses depth first search is given by Schmidt in [Sch13] who uses
a method called chain decomposition.
Minimum Cut Algorithm by Nagamochi and Ibaraki This algorithm computes
the edge connectivity of an undirected graph G by ordering the vertex set according
to maximum adjacency and calculating local edge connectivities in each step.
Definition 2.2.23. A maximum adjacency ordering is a sequence v1, v2, . . . , vn of ver-
tices of a graph G = (V,E) with |V | = n and
dG({v1, v2, . . . vi}, {vi+1}) ≥ dG({v1, v2, . . . , vi}, {vj})
for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm MAOrdering(G) [NI02]
Input: A graph G = (V,E).
Output: The maximum adjacency ordering N .
n := |V |
N := [v1] {arbitrary start vertex v1 ∈ V }
for i = 2 to n do
choose u ∈ V \ {v1, . . . , vi−1} such that dG({v1, . . . , vi−1}, {u}) is maximal
vi := u
append vi to N
end for
return N
Algorithm 5 computes the edge connectivity correctly due to the following two the-
orems. The algorithm MAOrdering has the complexity O(n + m) if the structure
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Algorithm 5 Algorithm MIN-CUT(G) [NI02]
Input: A graph G = (V,E).
Output: The edge connectivity λG.
G1 := G, i := 1, n := |V |
while i < n do
N := MAOrdering(Gi)
ui := N [n]
vi := N [n− 1]
λGi(ui, vi) := deg vi
Gi+1 arises from Gi by merging ui and vi and deleting loops
i := i+ 1
end while
return min{λGi(ui, vi)|i = 1, . . . , n − 1}, min cut: EGi({v1, . . . , vi−1}) with i such
that λGi is minimal
Fibonacci heap [FT87] is used [NI02]. Therefore, the complexity of MIN-CUT is
O(n(n+m)) because the loop with one call of MAOrdering is traversed (n− 1) times.
Theorem 2.2.24 ([Sch79], [Jun13]). Let G = (V,E) be a graph with the vertex set
V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. Then the following statement together with vn+1 = v1 holds.
λG = min{λ(vi, vi+1)|i = 1, . . . , n}.
Proof. There are vertices u, v of the graph G such that λG = λG(u, v). Let T be
an edge separator of cardinality λG(u, v) and let X and Y be two sets with X =
{w|∃u−w path that contains no edge of T} as well as Y = {w| all u−w paths contain
at least one edge of T}. The set EG(X, Y ) is an edge cut of G with u ∈ X and v ∈ Y .
For all pairs x, y with x ∈ X, y ∈ Y the set T is an edge separator. Otherwise there
would be a u-y path which contains no edge of T . Therefore: |T | = λG ≤ λG(x, y) ≤ |T |
and thus λG = λG(x, y). There is an index i such that vi ∈ X and vi+1 ∈ Y and so
λG = λG(vi, vi+1) holds for this index.
Theorem 2.2.25 ([NI02]). Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let vn−1 and vn be the two
last vertices of the sequence returned by the algorithm MAOrdering(G). Then
λG(vn−1, vn) = dG({v1, . . . , vn−1}, {vn}) = deg vn.
Proof. The existence of two vertices x, y in G with λG(x, y) = deg x was proved by W.
Mader in 1972 (mentioned in [Fra09], original source [Mad72]). The proof of correctness
was given in the paper [NI02], but was simplified a lot by Frank [Fra09]. Let x and y be
vertices of G with λG(x, y) = deg x. If a minimum cut exists in G (with λG elements)
separating x and y, then λG = deg x holds. Otherwise, the merging of x and y does
not destroy any minimum cut. Thus, computing the edge connectivity of the graph
with merged x and y suffices.
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3. Reliability Measures
3.1. Probabilistic Graphs and Two-Edge Connected
Reliability
3.1.1. Definitions for Two-Edge Connected Reliability
Definition 3.1.1 (Probabilistic graph). A probabilistic graph G = (V,E) is an undi-
rected graph together with a mapping of the edges in E to an intervall [0, 1] such that a
probability pe is assigned to every edge e ∈ E. This is the probability of e being operat-
ing and qe = 1− pe is the failure probability of e. A state of the graph is characterized
by the set of operating edges F ⊆ E.
If we state a graph in the remainder of this thesis, we talk about a probabilistic graph
unless stated otherwise.
A huge amount of papers concerning the following reliability measures of probabilistic
graphs exists. The K-terminal reliability RK(G) is the probability that all vertices of a
vertex subset K of a probabilistic graph G are connected. The two-terminal reliability
Rst(G) is the special case with K = {s, t} and the all-terminal reliability R(G) has
K = V . Surveys can be found in the following papers. Hwang et al. describe methods
for large and complex systems in [HTL81]. Locks gives an overview of methods with
proofs and examples in [Loc85]. There is an extensive book chapter about network
reliability by Ball, Colbourn and Provan [BCP95], who are leading authors of the field.
A survey about reliability polynomials with a large amount of references can be found
in [CC98] by Chari and Colbourn. Reliability analysis and also synthesis is the topic
of [BSS09] by Boesch et al. Politof and Satyanarayana give results for the all-terminal
reliability of planar graphs in [PS86]. The probability that there is no path between
two given vertices s and t of a graph G was defined with cutsets and investigated by
Hänsler et al. in [HMW74]. Results for the all-terminal reliability that can be applied
to two-edge connected reliability are mentioned in the respective sections.
Definition 3.1.2 (Two-edge connected reliability). The two-edge connected reliability
of a probabilistic graph G = (V,E) is the probability that the graph is two-edge con-
nected. We call all states F that yield a two-edge connected graph (V, F ) operational
states.
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Definition 3.1.3 (Pathset). For a given graph G = (V,E), a pathset is a subset of
edges F ⊆ E for which the subgraph (V, F ) is two-edge connected. The pathset F is
called minimal if no proper subset of F is a pathset.
Definition 3.1.4 (Cutset). For a given graph G = (V,E), a cutset is a subset of edges
F ⊆ E for which the graph (V,E \F ) is not two-edge connected. The cutset F is called
minimal if no proper subset of F is a cutset.
Definition 3.1.5 (Irrelevant and essential edges). An edge e ∈ E is called irrelevant
if it does not occur in any minimal pathset of G. The edge e is essential if it is an
element of every pathset of G.
Since all edges fail independently, the two-edge connected reliability can be computed
by listing all possible states F for which the subgraph (V, F ) is two-edge connected
(abbreviated as 2-ec) and summing up the corresponding edge probabilities that are
collected in the vector p.
R2-ec(G,p) =
∑
F⊆E
λ(V,F )≥2
∏
e∈F
pe
∏
f∈E\F
(1− pf ) (3.1)
The two-edge connected reliability can therefore be expressed by a polynomial in the
operating probabilities of all edges of G. In the following, we will omit the vector p
and write R2-ec(G). Let the graph G have the order |V | = n and the size |E| = m.
If pe = p, ∀e ∈ E, we write R2-ec(G, p) and call this the two-edge connected reliability
polynomial. Equation (3.1) can then be simplified as follows.
R2-ec(G, p) =
∑
F⊆E
λ(V,F )≥2
p|F |(1− p)m−|F |. (3.2)
Non-isomorphic graphs do not always have distinct two-edge connected reliability poly-
nomials (see Subsection 4.4.1 with the fan and the Brecht-Colbourn ladder).
There are several representations of the two-edge connected reliability polynomial. All
sums of the equations in the remainder of this section can be indexed from 0 to m.
However, where the coefficients are equal to zero, their respective indices are omitted
and not stated explicitely. Let ni be the number of two-edge connected spanning
subgraphs of G with exactly i edges. It is also the number of pathsets with i edges of
G (see Definition 3.1.3). The pathset form of R2-ec(G, p) is the following.
R2-ec(G, p) =
m∑
i=n
nip
i(1− p)m−i. (3.3)
The index i = n is the smallest possible since a subgraph with n − 1 edges or less
cannot be two-edge connected. A two-edge connected subgraph with n edges can only
be a Hamilton cycle. So, the coefficient nn counts the number of Hamilton cycles of
the graph. The pathset form can also be written as:
R2-ec(G, p) = (1− p)m
m∑
i=n
ni
(
p
1− p
)i
. (3.4)
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By expanding the polynomial in terms of the variable p we get the simple form:
R2-ec(G, p) =
m∑
i=n
aip
i, (3.5)
with the coefficients ai. A combinatorial interpretation for these coefficients is not
known except for an. We get an = nn because nnpn(1 − p)m−n is the only term that
yields an n-th power of p.
Regarding the all-terminal reliability, Colbourn [Col91] gives some more representa-
tions. They can be applied to the two-edge connected reliability, too. Let F denote
the set of edge subsets F ⊆ E for a graph G = (V,E) such that the graph (V,E \F ) is
two-edge connected. So, each edge subset F is a complement of a pathset. This yields
the F -form of the polynomial. Each coefficient fi is the number of sets F ∈ F with
exactly i elements.
R2-ec(G, p) =
m−n∑
i=0
fi(1− p)ipm−i (3.6)
The set F is called F -complex and its properties can be used to obtain bounds for the
two-edge connected reliability (see Section 5.1).
Let the number of cutsets with exactly i edges be denoted by ci. The index i ranges
from λG− 1 to m because of the definition of the edge connectivity and the bridges. A
spanning subgraph of G may have a bridge if it has m− λ+ 1 edges, but not if it has
m− λ+ 2 edges. The cutset form of the two-edge connected reliability polynomial is
R2-ec(G, p) = 1−
m∑
i=λG−1
ci(1− p)ipm−i. (3.7)
If we know all minimum edge cuts, then cλ−1 is easy to compute since we get a minimum
cutset by leaving out one edge of a minimum edge cut. An algorithm by Nagamochi et
al. that finds all minimum cardinality edge cuts of a graph G = (V,E) of order n and
size m in O(m+ λG · n2 + λG · cG · n) can be found in [NSI91]. Here, cG is the number
of minimum edge cuts.
The H-form of the all-terminal reliability was presented in [Col91]. The H-form of the
two-edge connected reliability polynomial is a polynomial in the powers of the failure
probabilities (1− p) with coefficients hi. It can be obtained by inserting q = 1− p into
Equation (3.3) and expanding the polynomial in terms of the variable q. Reinserting
p = 1− q yields:
R2-ec(G, p) = p
n
m−n∑
i=0
hi(1− p)i. (3.8)
The representations introduced above are connected by the following equalities. We
get
ni + cm−i =
(
m
i
)
(3.9)
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since each edge subset of cardinality i is either a pathset (number counted by ni) or
a cutset (number counted by ci). Furthermore, ni equals fm−i by definition and by
transforming the responding representations, we get
nl =
l−1∑
i=0
(
m− l + i
i
)
al−i. (3.10)
The H-form can be obtained from the simple form by using the following equation.
hl =
m−n∑
i=0
(−1)l
(
i
l
)
ai+n. (3.11)
An exemplary transformation of the simple form to the H-form can be found in Ap-
pendix A.1. Similar transformations for the all-terminal reliability are given in the
textbook about reliability and maintenance by Beichelt and Tittmann [BT12]. Bounds
of the two-edge connected reliability, which use these representations, can be found
in Chapter 5. See also examples of the two-edge connected reliability polynomial for
small graphs in Appendix A.2.2.
3.1.2. k-Edge Connected Reliability
Definition 3.1.6 (k-edge onnected reliability). The k-edge connected reliability Rk-ec(G)
is the probability that the probabilistic graph G = (V,E) is k-edge connected where each
edge e ∈ E fails stochastically independently with given probability.
Rk-ec(G) =
∑
F⊆E
λ(V,F )≥k
∏
e∈F
pe
∏
f∈E\F
(1− pf ).
The k-edge connected reliability polynomial Rk-ec(G, p) is
Rk-ec(G, p) =
∑
F⊆E
λ(V,F )≥k
p|F |(1− p)|E|−|F |.
All representations of the polynomial regarding two-edge connectivity can be transfered
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to k-edge connectivity:
Rk-ec(G, p) =
m∑
i=n·k
2
nki p
i(1− p)m−i
=
m∑
i=n·k
2
aki p
i
=
m−n·k
2∑
i=0
fki (1− p)ipm−i
= 1−
m∑
i=λG−k+1
cki (1− p)ipm−i
= pn
m−n·k
2∑
i=0
hki (1− p)i.
The index n·k
2
arises from the fact it is the size of a k-regular graph. A k-edge connected
graph of smallest possible size has to be k-regular.
3.1.3. Characterization of Two-Edge Connected Reliability with
Spanning Subgraphs
Let U be the family of all spanning subgraphs of a graph G = (V,E). In the following,
we will take advantage of the fact that a graph is two-edge connected if and only if
it is connected and contains no bridge. The set U is partitioned into sets of spanning
subgraphs. First, we consider subsets U1, U2, U3 and U4, which are not disjoint (see
the left side of Figure 3.1). These sets are defined as follows.
• U1 . . . graphs in U with at least one isolated vertex,
• U2 . . . graphs in U with at least one vertex of degree one,
• U3 . . . graphs in U with at least one bridge,
• U4 . . . disconnected graphs in U .
We search for a way to describe the graphs in U5 = U \ (U3 ∪ U4). The set U3 ∪ U4
with graphs which are not connected or contain a bridge can be decomposed into the
following disjoint sets (see the right side of Figure 3.1).
• Ua = U1 ∪U2 . . . graphs with at least one isolated vertex or at least one vertex of
degree one,
• Ub = U2 ∩ U3 ∩ U4 . . . connected graphs with a bridge, but no degree-one vertex,
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U
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Ub UcUd
Fig. 3.1.: The set U with subsets U1 to U4 (left) and with disjoint subsets Ua to Ud (right).
• Uc = U1 ∩ U3 ∩ U4 . . . disconnected graphs having no isolated vertices and no
bridges,
• Ud = U1 ∩ U2 ∩ U3 ∩ U4 . . . disconnected graphs with at least one bridge, having
neither isolated vertices nor vertices of degree one.
In the equation below, we identify the union of events that exactly all edges of a
subset F ⊆ E are operating with the set of the corresponding spanning subgraphs for
shortness. The two-edge connected reliability of a graph can be computed by:
R2-ec(G) = Pr(U)− Pr(Ua)− Pr(Ub)− Pr(Uc)− Pr(Ud)
= 1− Pr(Ua)− Pr(Ub)− Pr(Uc)− Pr(Ud).
(3.12)
In Section 4.3.2, we will restrict U to a set of spanning subgraphs with a condition on
the vertex degrees. We will use Equation (3.12) and obtain results for the two-edge
connected reliability polynomial of the complete bipartite graph Ks,t with s = 3 and
s = 4, respectively.
3.2. Complexity of Reliability Problems
3.2.1. Complexity of Finding the All-Terminal Reliability
For a historical overview of complexity theory, see for instance [Coo83] by Cook and
[FH03] by Fortnow and Homer. Garey and Johnson also give an introduction to com-
putational complexity theory in [GJ79], which is the classical source for the topic of
NP-completeness.
Ball [Bal86] gives a general overview over the computational complexity of reliability
problems. Finding the K-terminal reliability of a graph RK(G) is an NP-hard problem.
This is also true for Rst(G) and R(G), which are two special cases of the former.
Provan [Pro86] proved that finding Rst(G) is NP-hard even for planar graphs. Valiant
defined the complexity class #P for counting problems in the paper [Val79] in 1979.
Broadly speaking, the complexity class #P consists of natural-valued functions that
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can be computed by a nondeterministic counting Turing machine in polynomial time.
Bodlaender and Wolle [BW04] showed that several reliability problems are in #P.
Two of them are Rst(G) and RK(G) for graphs with failing vertices with rational
probabilities. In this paper the reliability measures refer to vertex failures, but edge
failures can easily be transformed to them by replacing an edge by a vertex of degree
two and its incident edges.
Oxley and Welsh [OW02] give the complexity for computing the coefficients of the chro-
matic, flow and reliability polynomial, i.e. some results for the all-terminal reliability
polynomial are included. They mention different representations and combinatorial
interpretations of the coefficients, e.g. that the coeffient fm−n+1 in the F -form of the
all-terminal reliability polynomial is the number of the spanning trees of the graph.
Similar results for the two-edge connected reliability polynomial can be found in Sec-
tion 3.1.1. Furthermore, the paper of Oxley and Welsh deals with the complexity of
computing and approximating coefficients of the all-terminal reliability polynomial.
Some complexity results for the all-terminal reliability that take the exponential time
hypothesis into account are given by Husfeldt and Taslaman in [HT10]. The Counting
Exponential Time Hypothesis ([IP01]), abbreviated as #eth states that there is a
constant c > 0 such that no deterministic algorithm can compute #3-SAT in time
exp(cn). The all-terminal reliability can be derived from the Tutte polynomial and
this is used to prove the main theorem, which states the following.
Theorem 3.2.1 (Theorem 1 of [HT10]). Assume #eth and a fixed probability p with
0 < p < 1. Then computing the all-terminal reliability R(G, p) of a given simple graph
G with m edges requires time exponential in Ω(m/ log2m) .
3.2.2. Complexity of Finding the Two-Edge Connected
Reliability
The problem of finding the two-edge connected reliability is NP-hard since the number
of Hamilton cycles is included as a coefficient of the polynomial. The problem of asking
for a Hamilton cycle is NP-complete [GJ79]. The minimum size k-edge connected
spanning subgraph problem is finding such a subgraph of a given k-edge connected
graph. The corresponding decision problem is NP-complete [GJ79]. Thus, the problem
of finding the k-edge connected reliability is also NP-hard for given k > 2.
Finding efficient algorithms for our reliability measures seems unlikely (unless P=NP).
In later chapters, special graphs and graph classes are considered, for which efficient
algorithms or even formulas can be found. In the last part, bounds and approximations
are presented. But first, we will look at some algorithms with exponential runtime
complexity and reductions as well as some characterization of edges regarding the two-
edge connected reliability.
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3.3. General Algorithms for Two-Edge Connected
Reliability
3.3.1. Complete Enumeration
Theoretically, there is always the possibility of gaining the two-edge connected reliabil-
ity by listing all operating states. All spanning subgraphs are enumerated and tested
for two-edge connectivity. Of course, this is impractical since there are 2|E| many of
them. The algorithm for the k-edge connected reliability is similar.
Algorithm 6 Complete Enumeration
Input: Graph G = (V,E) with probability vector p.
Output: Two-edge connected reliability R2-ec(G).
if λG < 2 then
return 0
end if
for all F ⊆ E with |F | ≥ |V | do
if λ(V,F ) ≥ 2 then
R2-ec(G) := R2-ec(G) +
∏
e∈F pe
∏
f∈E\F (1− pf )
end if
end for
return R2-ec(G)
3.3.2. Decomposition
This method first occured in [Mos58] by Moskowitz under the name factoring theorem
as a result for the two-terminal reliability. It was stated for the all-terminal reliability
in [SC83] by Satyanarayana and Chang. Johnson used it for backtracking algorithms
with reductions in [Joh84]. For its application regarding the K-terminal reliability, see
the references [Woo85] and [Woo86] by Wood.
Theorem 3.3.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, e ∈ E an edge of the graph and let G|pe=1
be the graph G with pe set to one. The following decomposition equation holds for the
k-edge connected reliability of G.
Rk-ec(G) = pe ·Rk-ec(G|pe=1) + (1− pe) ·Rk-ec(G− e) (3.13)
Proof. By the law of total probability and because all edges fail stochastically inde-
pendently, we can split the event of the graph being k-edge connected into one event
of the graph being k-edge connected and edge e ∈ E is operating and another event of
the graph being k-edge connected and edge e ∈ E fails. For this, we need the follow-
ing conditional probabilities. First, there is the probability of the graph being k-edge
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connected under the condition that e fails, which is the k-edge connected reliability of
G− e. Second, we need the probability of the graph being k-edge connected under the
condition that e is operating, which is the k-edge connected reliability of G with pe set
to one: G|pe=1. The probability that e fails (is operating) is simply 1 − pe (pe). The
theorem follows.
On a side note, a contraction of e as it can be done for the all-terminal reliability is
not possible since merging the end vertices would correspond to the case that there are
at least k edge-disjoint paths between them.
Algorithm 7 Decomposition as a recursive algorithm
Input: Graph G = (V,E) with probability vector p.
Output: Rk-ec(G)
if λG < k then
return 0
end if
if pe = 1 ∀e ∈ E then
return 1
end if
e := arbitrary edge of G with pe 6= 1
return pe ·Rk-ec(Gpe=1) + (1− pe) ·Rk-ec(G− e)
The algorithm has an exponential runtime complexity in general since two graphs are
generated in each recursion step. Thus, there are 2|E| many graphs that have to be
explored in the worst case.
There is another way of computing the two-edge connected reliability using the princi-
ple of inclusion-exclusion and minimally two-edge connected spanning subgraphs (see
Section 3.6.2 for further considerations on this subject). However, the complexity of
this algorithm is even worse than for complete enumeration.
3.4. Reductions
Reductions for the all-terminal reliability, namely series-parallel reductions, can be
found in [Ros81] by Rosenthal. Similar methods can be applied for the two-edge con-
nected reliability. There is also the delta-wye reduction for the all-terminal reliability,
which is not applicable for higher connectivity [RF77].
3.4.1. Degree-Two Reduction
Every edge adjacent to a degree-two vertex may not be deleted, it is essential (see
Section 3.6.1). Let v be a vertex of degree two in a graph G = (V,E) and let u and w
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e f g
Fig. 3.2.: Degree-two reduction.
be the neighbouring vertices of v. Since the information that u and w are connected by
a path must be conserved, the vertex v and its incident edges e and f can be replaced
by a single edge. Because all edges fail stochastically independently, the two-edge
connected reliability of G arises from the product of the probabilities pe, pf and the
two-edge connected reliability of the reduced graph G′|pg=1. This reduced graph has a
new edge g = {u,w} with probability one.
R2-ec(G) = pe · pf ·R2-ec(G′|pg=1). (3.14)
3.4.2. H-Reduction
If a graph G = (V,E) has the structure depicted in Figure 3.3, it can be reduced in
the following way. A precondition is that u, t ∈ V are vertices of degree three. The
edges a, b, c, d ∈ E are essential because {a, b} as well as {c, d} constitute an edge cut
of cardinality two each. A pathset always contains these edges and thus, the edge
e = {u, t} ∈ E could be deleted from it and is therefore irrelevant. After the deletion
of e, a degree-two reduction can be performed and yields the following equation.
R2-ec(G) = pa · pb · pc · pd ·R2-ec(G′|pf=pg=1). (3.15)
If r and s (or v and w) are identical, this vertex is an articulation and the blocks can be
treated separately (see Theorem 3.5.2). Further reductions of the graph can be done
(see Section 3.5.2).
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g
Fig. 3.3.: H-reduction.
3.4.3. Reduction at a Separating Vertex Set of Cardinality Two
The following result is based on ideas from the PhD thesis of Tittmann [Tit90] where
a similar reduction is given for the all-terminal reliability.
Theorem 3.4.1. Given a two-edge connected graph G = (V,E) with a separating vertex
set {u, v} and two subgraphs H and K such that K ∩H = ({u, v}, ∅) and K ∪H = G,
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the graph H can be reduced to a pair of parallel edges e and f with the edge weights pe
and pf , respectively, in the following way. The reduced graph is G′ (see Figure 3.4).
R2-ec(G) = Ω ·R2-ec(G′) (3.16)
with
Ω = A+B + C, (3.17)
pe =
2C
2C +B +
√
B2 − 4AC , (3.18)
pf =
2C
2C +B −√B2 − 4AC , (3.19)
where A = Pr(Hu|v) is the probability that there is no u-v path in H, but all vertices of
H are either in a two-edge connected component containing u or in a two-edge connected
component containing v, B = Pr(Hu−v) denotes the probability that the vertices u and
v lie in different two-edge connected components in H, but there is exactly one path
connecting them. The term C = Pr(Huv) denotes the probability that H is two-edge
connected.
K H
G
u
v
K
u
v
e f
G′
Fig. 3.4.: Reduction at a separating vertex set of cardinality two with the original graph G and the
reduced graph G′.
Proof. A case distinction is made for the original graph G and the reduced graph G′
(see Figure 3.5) where the local edge connectivity between the vertices u and v in H
is considered under the condition that the whole graph is two-edge connected. We
introduce a reduction parameter Ω to get an equation system with a unique solution.
Case 1 (λH(u, v) = 0) means that there is no u-v path in H. In the reduced graph
G′, both edges e and f have failed with probability (1 − pe)(1 − pf ). This yields the
equation Pr(Hu|v) = Ω(1 − pe)(1 − pf ). Case 2 (λH(u, v) = 1) stands for exactly one
u-v path in H. In the reduced graph exactly one of the edges e and f has failed and
the other is operating, which yields Pr(Hu−v) = Ω(pe(1− pf ) + pf (1− pe)). In case 3
(λH(u, v) ≥ 2), the subgraph H is two-edge connected. In the reduced graph G′ both
edges e and f are operating. This leads to Pr(Huv) = Ω · pe · pf . We get the following
equation system.
A = Ω(1− pe)(1− pf ) (3.20)
B = Ω(pe(1− pf ) + pf (1− pe)) (3.21)
C = Ω · pe · pf (3.22)
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The solution of this equation system yields the theorem. The non-negativity of the
term B2−4AC cannot be guaranteed, so that pe, pf might not lie in the intervall [0, 1].
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Fig. 3.5.: Reduction at a separating vertex set of cardinality two: case 1 (top), case 2 (middle), case
3 (bottom).
Remark 3.4.2. The edge weights pe and pf cannot be interpreted as probabilities.
However, when inserting the reduced graph G′ into Equation (3.33) of Section 3.5.2
only terms remain that are probabilities, such as pepf = CA+B+C .
3.4.4. Reduction of Multiple Edges
Reduction of Multiple Parallel Edges
Multiple parallel edges e1, . . . , ek can be reduced to a parallel pair of edges f and g.
The following theorem shows how to compute pf and pg, whereas these parameters
cannot be interpreted as probabilities.
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Theorem 3.4.3. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with multiple parallel edges e1, . . . , ek
whose end vertices are u and v. The probability that all parallel edges fail is
Ek =
k∏
i=1
(1− pei)
and the probability that all but one parallel edges fail is
Ek−1 =
k∑
i=1
pei
k∏
j=1
j 6=i
(1− pej).
Then we can reduce the multiple edges to a pair of edges f and g and compute pf as
well as pg in the following way.
pf/g = 1− Ek − 1
2
Ek−1 ±
√
1
4
E2k−1 − Ek(1− Ek − Ek−1).
Proof. The probabilities Ek and Ek−1 can be computed as stated above because all
edges are failing stochastically independently. Thus, the corresponding edge probabil-
ities can be multiplied. We use the formula from Theorem 3.4.1 where the subgraph
H has the vertex set {u, v} and its edge set contains the parallel edges e1, . . . , ek. The
reduction factor is Ω = 1 because all cases are covered and only two equations are
needed. In the general formula, we get:
A = Ek
B = Ek−1
C = 1− Ek − Ek−1
Substituting this in Equation (3.18) and (3.19) and simplifying with the property A+
B + C = 1 yields the theorem.
Reduction of Parallel Edge Pairs in a Row
We can reduce multiple pairs of parallel edges if their pairwise common vertices have
all degree four (no further incident edges). Let all edges have the same operating
probabilities p. If all edges have different operating probabilities, a formula can be
given, too. However, it is long and complicated and can easily be derived with the
methods presented here.
Theorem 3.4.4. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and e1, e2 a pair of parallel edges with the
end vertices u and v in G. Let f1, f2 be a pair of parallel edges with the end vertices v
and w. The common end vertex v has no other incident edges.
Let G′ be the reduced graph where the vertex v is deleted and the edges e1, e2 as well as
f1, f2 are replaced by edges g1, g2 with end vertices u and w. For all e ∈ E(G), pe = p
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Fig. 3.6.: Reduction of parallel edges in a row.
is the probability for an operating edge e. In the reduced graph, the parallel edge pair
g1 and g2 has the operating probability p1 and p2, respectively, and these probabilities
can be calculated by the following equation.
p1/2 =
p2
(1− p)2 + 1± (1− p)√2(2− p2) . (3.23)
Proof. A case distinction is made (Table 3.1) according to the connectivity between u
and w and we consider the subgraph induced by u, v and w in the original graph G as
well as in the reduced graph G′. In case 1 (u|w), the vertices u and w are disconnected,
they are connected by one path in case 2 (u−v) and by two edge-disjoint paths in case
3 (u = w).
The vertices u and w constitute a separating vertex set of cardinality two. We can
replace the probabilities A = 2p2(1− p)2 (case 1 for G), B = 4p2(1− p) (case 2 for G)
and C = p4 (case 3 for G) of Theorem 3.4.1 and get the following equations together
with Ω = A+B + C = 1.
2p2(1− p)2 = (1− p1)(1− p2)
4p2(1− p) = p1(1− p2) + p2(1− p1)
p4 = p1p2
The solution of the equation system yields the theorem.
3.4.5. Reduction of Special Two-Edge Connected Subgraphs
Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let H = (W,F ) be a two-edge connected subgraph of
G whose edges in F all have the probability one. H does not have to be induced. Such
subgraphs occur during the decomposition algorithm when the state of some edges is
already fixed. The most simple subgraph H is a cycle Ck.
For every edge e = {u, v} in G[W ] − F , its end vertices u and v are joined by at
least two paths because the edges of F are contained in all pathsets and especially in
all minimal pathsets and H is two-edge connected. Such an edge e with pe 6= 1 may
be deleted from every pathset without making the corresponding spanning subgraph
non-operating (not two-edge connected). This means that all edges in G[W ] − F are
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Cases G G′
Case 1: u|w
e1, e2, f¯1, f¯2 g¯1, g¯2
e¯1, e¯2, f1, f2
Case 2: u− w
e1, e2, f1, f¯2 or e1, e2, f¯1, f2 g1, g¯2 or g¯1, g2
e1, e¯2, f1, f2 or e¯1, e2, f1, f2
e1, e¯2, f1, f¯2 or e¯1, e2, f1, f¯2 or e1, e¯2, f¯1, f2 or
e¯1, e2, f¯1, f2
Case 3: u = w
e1, e2, f1, f2 g1, g2
Tab. 3.1.: Cases for reduction of parallel edge pairs in a row where e is an operating edge and e¯ a
failing edge.
irrelevant and may be deleted. Furthermore, H can be reduced to a single vertex by
merging all of its vertices. This also works if all edges of F are essential similar to the
operating probability equal to one.
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3.5. Splitting
3.5.1. Splitting in General
Prerequistes
A splitting partitions a graph into two parts. This can be used to decompose the
problem of calculating a reliability measure into subproblems. In the following, the
definition will be given and then the general idea. After that, the method is described
for the two-edge connectivity and some special cases of it.
Definition 3.5.1 (Splitting). Let G = (V,E) be a graph. A splitting is a triple
(G1, G2, X) with the subgraphs G1 = (V 1, E1) and G2 = (V 2, E2) of G and V 1∪V 2 = V ,
V 1 ∩ V 2 = X as well as E1 ∪E2 = E und E1 ∩E2 = ∅ where the separating vertex set
X is nonempty.
G1 G2
G u
w
v
X = {u, v, w}
Fig. 3.7.: Splitting of a graph G with a separating vertex set of cardinality three.
The general idea is to calculate the reliability for G1 and G2 and then "glue" the results
to get the reliability of G. A formula for this has the following shape.
Rel(G) =
∑
G1,G2 s.t. G operating
Pr(G1)Pr(G2), (3.24)
where Pr(Gi) is the probability for a state of Gi (i = 1, 2).
The original idea was introduced by Rosenthal in [Ros77] for general reliability mea-
sures. He called it a decomposition procedure. It is also done in [FM76] by Fratta and
Montanari where the graph is decomposed recursively. The method was applied for
two-edge connected reliability by Lucet et al. in [LMC00].
Splitting for Two-Edge Connected Reliability
First, we consider the very simple case of an articulation. The following theorem also
holds for the k-edge connected reliability.
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Theorem 3.5.2. For a graph G = (V,E) and a splitting (G1, G2, {v}) with the artic-
ulation v, the following equation holds.
R2-ec(G) = R2-ec(G
1) ·R2-ec(G2). (3.25)
Proof. All edges fail stochastically independently and G1 and G2 have no edges in
common. The graph G is two-edge connected if and only if G1 and G2 both are two-
edge connected.
In order to define a concise representation for the connectedness properties of Gi, each
subgraph Gi, i = 1, 2 is substituted by a reduced structure W where two-edge con-
nected components (and thus, all cycles) are merged. Therefore, the emerging structure
is a forest. Let WX be the set of all forests for a separating vertex set X. We keep
only vertices of the original subgraph that are in X. The nodes of the forest are ei-
ther labelled or unlabelled. Labelled nodes contain at least one vertex of X whereas
unlabelled nodes do not contain any vertex of X and are undistinguishable. A precise
definition can be found below. During the reduction bridges are preserved. Further-
more, unlabelled vertices that have degree two are reduced to an edge connecting their
neighbours.
Fig. 3.8.: Forests with labelled and unlabelled nodes (both in grey, unlabelled are drawn as squares) for
separating vertex sets with two (first three graphs) and three vertices (remaining graphs), respectively.
The reduced structure is still a graph. Other reliability measures have simpler reduced
structures. For the all-terminal reliability, a partition of the separating vertex set is suf-
ficient to represent the connectedness properties of the subgraphs, which is much easier
to handle. Algebraic methods can be applied to this (see for instance [Bie88]). For
methods regarding the K-terminal reliability see the doctoral thesis of Simon [Sim12].
Flight gave a construction method for trees with labelled and unlabelled nodes and a re-
cursive formula for their number without proof in [Fli90]. The structure emerged when
investigating historical manuscripts and their stemmata, i.e. studying the emergence
of different copies of a manuscript and variants thereof. More specifically, the labelled
nodes are known texts and the unlabelled nodes are hypothetical texts. Adapting this
method, all forests for our problem can be constructed.
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An operating state in G1 is an edge subset F 1 ⊆ E1 such that for every vertex u ∈ X
and every vertex v ∈ V 1 \ X the following inequality holds: λG1(u, v) ≥ 2. A failure
state in G1 is an edge subset that is not operating, i.e. there are vertices u ∈ X and
v ∈ V 1 \X such that λG1(u, v) < 2. These correspond to subgraphs such that a bridge
will occur in G1 that is also a bridge in G or a disconnected subgraph such that there is
a component with no vertices of X. Only operating states contribute to the reliability
and are considered in the following.
Forests emerging from the reduction above contain labelled nodes that are subsets of the
separating vertex set X as well as unlabelled nodes that are not distinguishable (except
by their respective neighbours). More formally, we write the node set and its properties
in the following way. The node set is Y ∪Z where Y = {Y1, Y2, . . . , Yl}, 1 ≤ l ≤ |X|, is
the set of labelled nodes and Y is a set partition of X. The set of unlabelled nodes is
Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zk}, with k ≥ 0. The emerging graph has edges such that the following
properties are fulfilled:
• the graph is a forest, i.e. has no cycles and
• every unlabelled node zj (j = 1, . . . , k) has at least the degree three.
The second property follows from the reduction of unlabelled nodes of degree two as
well as the consideration of only operating states. An unlabelled node of degree one
corresponds to a subgraph Gi (i= 1, 2) that has a bridge whose end vertices are not
both in X. If an unlabelled node has degree zero, the corresponding subgraph has a
component that contains no vertices of X.
With this we can give an upper bound for the number of unlabelled nodes. The
handshake lemma gives us that the sum over all node degrees equals twice the edge
number. A forest has at most its order minus one edges since its components are trees.
Let there be r components in the forest. Each component contains lh labelled nodes,
kh unlabelled nodes and lh + kh − 1 edges (1 ≤ h ≤ r). The degree sum of labelled
nodes of a component is at least lh and the degree sum of unlabelled nodes is at least
3kh. Inserting this into the handshake lemma gives the following inequality.
lh + 3kh ≤ 2(lh + kh − 1).
It can be simplified to kh ≤ lh − 2. We sum up the inequalities of all components and
get:
k1 + · · ·+ kr ≤ l1 + · · ·+ lr − 2r
⇒ k ≤ l − 2r.
Thus, the number of unlabelled vertices is at most l − 2 since X is nonempty and
therefore, the forest has at least one component (r ≥ 1). As an example, in Figure 3.8,
one can verifiy that the number of unlabelled vertices when |X| = 3 (therefore l ≤ 3)
is indeed at most one.
We generate the forests recursively. In each step, forests with a given set X are trans-
formed to forests with a set X ′ = X ∪ {v} where v is a new vertex of the separating
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vertex set (v /∈ X as well as v /∈ Z). For example, we could write X = {1, 2, 3}, v = 4
and so X ′ = {1, 2, 3, 4} at one particular step. The initial forest is the single one for
|X| = 1 that has exactly one labelled node, no edges and no unlabelled nodes. We have
six transforming operations to generate the forests that are described in the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.5.3. LetWX be the forests with labelled and unlabelled nodes for the vertex
set X with the following properties. Every forest has the node set Y ∪ Z with a set
partition Y of X as the set of labelled nodes and the set of unlabelled nodes Z with
Z ∩X = ∅. Each forest has an edge set F such that every node of Z has at least the
degree three. Starting withW{x} that has exactly one forest with X1 = {x}, Y 1 = {X1},
Z1 = ∅ and the edge set F 1 = ∅, we generate the set WX′ with X ′ = X ∪ {v} (v /∈ X
is a new vertex) using the operations below for every forest in WX .
A© Add a new isolated labelled node {v}.
B© Add v to an existing labelled node.
C© Replace an unlabelled node by the new labelled node {v}.
D© Add a new labelled node {v} and replace an existing edge by a pair of edges with
the common end node {v}.
E© Add a new labelled node {v} and connect it to an existing node by a new edge.
F© Replace an existing edge by a pair of edges with a new unlabelled node zk+1 /∈ Z
as the common end node as well as a new labelled node {v} connected by a new
edge to the unlabelled node.
Operation A© is performed once, C© for every unlabelled node, B© and E© are performed
for every labelled node, and D© and F© for every edge. Table 3.2 shows the operations
in detail and the number of the newly generated forests. Exactly all forests of WX′ are
generated by applying the operations A© to F©.
FEA CB D
Fig. 3.9.: Operations to generate forests with labelled and unlabelled nodes.
Proof. Let the forests of WX be defined as above. There are three cases that must be
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Op. Y ′, Z ′ F ′ # forests
A© Y ∪ {Yl+1}, Z F 1
B© Y with Yi → Yi ∪ {v} F with Yi → Yi ∪ {v} l
(i = 1, . . . , l), Z
C© Y ∪ {Yl+1}, F with zj → Yl+1 k
Z \ {zj} (j = 1, . . . , k)
D© Y ∪ {Yl+1}, Z (F \ {{Yi1 , Yi2}}) |F |
∪{{Yi1 , Yl+1}, {Yi2 , Yl+1}}
(1 ≤ i1, i2 ≤ l, i1 6= i2)
E© Y ∪ {Yl+1}, Z F ∪ {{Yi, Yl+1}} (1 ≤ i ≤ l) l + k
or F ∪ {{zj, Yl+1}} (1 ≤ j ≤ k)
F© Y ∪ {Yl+1}, (F \ {{Yi1 , Yi2}}) |F |
Z ∪ {zk+1} ∪{{Yi1 , zk+1}, {Yi2 , zk+1}, {zk+1, Yl+1}}
(1 ≤ i1, i2 ≤ l, i1 6= i2)
Tab. 3.2.: For a forest with labelled nodes Y = {Y1, . . . , Yl} and unlabelled nodes Z = {z1, . . . , zk}
as well as an edge set F , forests with the node sets Y ′, Z ′ and edge sets F ′ are created. The new
labelled node (if created) is always Yl+1 := {v}, a new unlabelled node is zk+1 /∈ Z. The number of
newly generated forests is denoted by # forests.
proved to show that the operations of the theorem generate exactly all forests inWX′ .
1© At least all forests in WX′ are created (none is forgotten),
2© at most all forests in WX′ are created (no other graph) and
3© no forest in WX′ is created more than once (uniqueness).
1©
We show that every forest with the aforementioned properties can be generated using
the operations A© to F©. Consider a forest with the set of labelled nodes Y where Y
is a partition of X, unlabelled node set Z and edge set F . We apply the operations
backwards until the initial forest with only one labelled node emerges.
If Z is nonempty, consider a node zj ∈ Z such that it has at least one labelled neighbour
and at most two unlabelled neighbours. Such a node can be found since every unlabelled
node has at least degree three. Then, we apply B© backwards to the labelled neighbours
of zj until each contains exactly one vertex of X. Apply E© backwards (delete pending
edges with a labelled node) until zj has exactly degree three. Then F© is applied
backwards to zj. If this node had two labelled neighbours beforehand, the node itself
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and the two labelled neighbours Yi1 , Yi2 are replaced by a pending edge with the labelled
node Yi1 (1 ≤ i1, i2 ≤ l). If otherwise zj had two unlabelled nodes zj1 , zj2 as neighbours,
zj and its labelled neighbour are replaced by an edge connecting zj1 and zj2 directly
(1 ≤ j1, j2 ≤ k). The degrees of zj1 and zj2 are not changed and thus, the emerging
forest has still all required properties. After this, search again for an unlabelled node
with at least one labelled neighbour and continue applying E© as well as F© backwards
in the aforementioned way until Z is empty.
E
F
FE F
Fig. 3.10.: Example for the backwards construction of a forest with labelled and unlabelled nodes.
Unlabelled nodes are depicted as squares, labelled nodes as circles. The nodes treated in one step are
grey. For brevity, we assume that all labelled nodes are sets of cardinality one.
If Z is empty, apply E© backwards until there are only isolated labelled nodes. Then,
employ B© backwards until each labelled node contains exactly one vertex of X. After
that, A© is applied backwards until there is only one labelled node with one vertex, the
starting point of the algorithm.
2©
We show that no further graphs are created. Employing the operations A© to F©, a forest
remains a forest because no cycle can emerge (no edge is added that would connect
former disconnected nodes). Unlabelled nodes emerge through F© and so, always have
a degree of at least three since node degrees never decrease in all operations. The
arising graph is therefore a forest with the given properties.
3©
Forests are identical if they have the same labelled node set, unlabelled node set and
edge set. We consider how the forests are constructed exactly. By employing the algo-
rithm of the theorem repeatedly until |X| = t, we get a sequence WX1 ,WX2 , . . . ,WXt
of sets of forests with labelled and unlabelled nodes. Each Xs has a new vertex that
is not contained in Xs−1, . . . , X1, but the new vertex is included in all following sets
Xs, Xs+1, . . . , X t. Therefore, identical forests could only occur in the same set WXs .
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Let WXt be the current set of forests and let v be the vertex that was added last
(X t = X t−1 ∪ {v}). Furthermore, let all forests in WXs (s < t) be pairwise non-
identical. During the operations A© as well as C© to F©, {v} is added to a forest of
WXt−1 as a new labelled node, whereas during B©, the vertex v is added to an existing
labelled node. Since no two forests of W t−1 are identical, applying B© in every possible
way cannot produce identical forests.
Operation A© adds {v} as an isolated labelled node to the forest. Thus, following the
argument for operation B©, this also yields non-identical forests. This is also true for
operation C© since an unlabelled node is replaced by the labelled node {v} and therefore
this new node has at least the degree three. In contrast to this, the new node of all
other operations gives the new labelled node a degree of at most two. Operation D© is
the only one that adds a new labelled node of degree two. Thus an analogue argument
applies here.
The remaining operations E© and F© both add a labelled node of degree one. Non-
identical forests where E© is employed remain non-identical. The same is true for F©.
Finally, applying E© to one forest and F© to a non-identical forest from the same set
Wt−1 always yields non-identical forests. This can be shown in the following way.
Operation F© adds an unlabelled node of degree three with the degree-one neighbour
{v}. Since E© also adds {v} with degree one, this node has to be connected to an
unlabelled node of the corresponding forest in Wt−1. But then, this unlabelled node
would have a degree two in the former forest which is a contradiction (see Figure 3.11).
F E
Fig. 3.11.: Applying F© and E© to different forests cannot yield identical forests.
Theorem 3.5.4. The number g(n,m, l, k) of forests with l labelled and k unlabelled
nodes as well as m edges in WX with |X| = n can be computed recursively by the
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equation
g(n,m, k, l) = g(n− 1,m, l − 1, k)
+ l · g(n− 1,m, l, k)
+ (k + 1) · g(n− 1,m, l − 1, k + 1)
+ (m+ l + k − 2) · g(n− 1,m− 1, l − 1, k)
+ (m− 2) · g(n− 1,m− 2, l − 1, k − 1),
and the conditions
g(1, 0, 1, 0) = 1,
g(n,m, l, k) = 0 if n < 1 ∨m < 0 ∨ l < 1 ∨ k < 0.
Proof. Consider Table 3.2 that shows an overview of the operations for generating
forests with labelled and unlabelled nodes for a given set X. Operation A© gives a
forest that arises from another forest with the same number of edges and unlabelled
nodes, but one labelled node less. This yields the term g(n − 1,m, l − 1, k). The
other summands of the equation are obtained in a similar fashion. The factor of each
summand is the corresponding number in the last column of Table 3.2. The terms
associated with D© and E© can be combined since the forests arising in both operations
have the same number of labelled/unlabelled nodes and edges.
The initial condition for the recursion is given by the initial forest that contains only
one labelled node and no edges. Additionally, the conditions n ≥ 1, m > 0, l ≥ 1 and
k ≥ 0 must be fulfilled.
Consider a forest W i with a set of labelled vertices Y i = {Y i1 , . . . , Y ili} as a reduction
of an operating state in Gi (i = 1, 2). Merge a labelled node Y 1j of W 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ l1)
and a labelled node Y 2j′ of W 2 (1 ≤ j′ ≤ l2) if their intersection is not empty. The new
labelled node is the union of Y 1j and Y 2j′ . Two forests W 1 and W 2 are called compatible
if this procedure leads to a two-edge connected graph.
f(W 1,W 2) =
{
1, if W 1 and W 2 compatible,
0, otherwise.
(3.26)
The class probability P (Gi,W i) is the probability that the state of a subgraph Gi is
transformed to a forestW i. With these prerequisites the two-edge connected reliability
R2-ec(G) can be computed as follows.
R2-ec(G) =
∑
W 1,W 2∈WX
P (G1,W 1)f(W 1,W 2)P (G2,W 2). (3.27)
The probabilities P (Gi,W i) can be viewed as the elements of vectors p(Gi) with the
length |X|. The function values of f(W 1,W 2) are stored in a compatibility matrix M
of type |X| × |X|. Then Equation (3.27) can be stated as
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R2-ec(G) = p(G
1)ᵀMp(G2). (3.28)
Consider now the case that a given state occurs in G2 which can be reduced to a forest
W . Then P (G2,W ) = 1 holds. This can be used to define probabilities R(G1,W )
for the realization of two-edge connectivity on the condition that the subgraph corre-
sponding to the state of G2 is reducible to the forest W .
R(G1,W ) =
∑
W 1∈WX
P (G1,W 1)f(W 1,W ). (3.29)
Equation (3.29) picks a portion of the summands of (3.28). Those conditional prob-
abilities can be viewed as elements of a vector r(Gi) (similar to above). Because the
matrix M is symmetric, the following holds.
r(G1) = pᵀ(G1)M = Mp(G1). (3.30)
If M is regular, Equation (3.30) can be written as
p(G1) = M−1r(G1). (3.31)
The Equations (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) can also be stated for G2. Inserting Equa-
tion (3.31) into (3.28) yields
R2-ec(G) = (M
−1r(G1))ᵀMM−1r(G2)
= r(G1)ᵀ(M−1)ᵀr(G2)
= r(G1)ᵀM−1r(G2).
We can state the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5.5. Given a two-edge connected graph G = (V,E) with the splitting
(G1, G2, X), the two-edge connected reliability of G can be computed by
R2-ec(G) = r(G
1)ᵀM−1r(G2), if M is regular. (3.32)
Remark 3.5.6. The matrix M is regular for |X| = 2 (see Subsection 3.5.2), but — as
testing with Maple has shown — singular for |X| = 3, 4, 5 (see Appendix A.5.1).
With respect to k-edge connected reliability the substitute structure is difficult to find
even for three-edge connectivity because more and more cases must be distinguished.
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3.5.2. Separating Vertex Sets of Cardinality Two
General Case
Theorem 3.5.7. Let G = (V,E) be a two-edge connected graph with a splitting
(G1, G2, X) and the separating vertex set X = {u, v}. The graph (Gi + e)|pe=1 is
Gi together with an additional edge e = {u, v} that has the operating probability pe = 1
(i = 1, 2). Then the following equation holds.
R2-ec(G) = R2-ec(G
1)R2-ec(G
2
uv) +R2-ec(G
2)R2-ec(G
1
uv)
−R2-ec(G1)R2-ec((G2 + e)|pe=1)−R2-ec(G2)R2-ec((G1 + e)|pe=1)
+R2-ec((G
1 + e)|pe=1)R2-ec((G2 + e)|pe=1).
(3.33)
G1 G2
G
u
v
Fig. 3.12.: The graph G with a separating vertex set of cardinality two.
Proof. We apply Equation (3.32) for a separating vertex set X = {u, v}. There are
three possible forests, one with u and v in different nodes (u|v), one with u and v in
different nodes connected by an edge (u − v) and one with u and v in the same node
(uv). The forests in the matrix are arranged in the aforementioned way.
The subgraph G1 together with the forest u|v yields just G1. If G1 is combined with
the forest u− v, we add an edge e = {u, v} with operating probability one and obtain
(G1 + e)|pe=1. Combining G1 with the forest uv leads to the graph where u and v are
merged: G1uv because u and v are connected by at least two edge-disjoint paths through
G2.
The corresponding probability vectors for (i = 1, 2) and W{u,v} = {W1,W2,W3} are
r(Gi) =
(
R2-ec(G
i), R2-ec((G
i + e)|pe=1), R2-ec(Giuv)
)>
, and
p(Gi) =
(
P (Gi,W1), P (G
i,W2), P (G
i,W3)
)>
,
where the latter depends on the respective subgraph and cannot be characterized fur-
ther in the general case.
When combining forests, we obtain: u|v and u|v yield u|v, u|v and u − v yield u − v,
u|v and uv yield uv, u − v and u − v yield uv, u − v and uv yield uv and uv and uv
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yield uv. From this, the following regular matrix is created.
M =
0 0 10 1 1
1 1 1
 and M−1 =
 0 −1 1−1 1 0
1 0 0
 .
Then Equation (3.32), simplification and arranging the terms yield the theorem.
Special Case for Reduction
Theorem 3.5.8. Let G = (V,E) be a two-edge connected graph with a splitting
(G1, G2, {u, v}), G1 = (V 1, E1), G2 = (V 2, E2), and an edge cut {f, g} with f = {u, x},
g = {v, y} and x, y ∈ V 2. The subgraph G2′ is formed by G2 − {u, v}. Then this graph
is two-edge connected if and only if the graphs (G1 + e)|pe=1 with a non-failing edge
e = {u, v} and (G2′ + e′)|pe′=1 with a non-failing edge e′ = {x, y} are both two-edge
connected (see Figure 3.13). The two-edge connected reliability of G can be computed
by the equation
R2-ec(G) = pfpgR2-ec((G
1 + e)|pe=1)R2-ec((G2
′
+ e′)|pe′=1). (3.34)
u
v
x
y
G1 G2
′
G2
f
g
∧G1 G2′e′e
u
v
x
y
Fig. 3.13.: The graph G on the left and (G1 + e)|pe=1 as well as (G2
′
+ e′)|pe′=1 on the right.
Proof. In the following, we bijectively map each pathset of G to each pathset in the
disjoint union of (G1 + e)|pe=1 and (G2′ + e′)|pe′=1. The edge sets E(G1) and E(G2
′
)
are disjoint. Thus, a pathset F of G can be partitioned into two disjoint sets, one set
F 1 containg only edges of G1 and the other set F 2 containing only edges of G2′ . For a
pathset in G, consider all edges in F 1. They form a pathset in (G1 + e)|pe=1 because
each u-v path through G2 (that must exist, otherwise G is not two-edge connected)
is substituted by a non-deletable edge e. The same can be concluded for F 2 and G2′
together with e′.
Conversely, consider a pathset F 1 in G1 and a pathset F 2 in G2′ . Now consider the
edge set F 1 ∪ F 2 and delete e and e′ from it as well as include f and g. This edge set
is a pathset in G since the corresponding spanning subgraph must be connected and
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contains no bridge (otherwise F 1 and F 2 would not be pathsets in their corresponding
graph). Thus, each pathset of G can be mapped to each pathset in the disjoint union
of (G1 + e)|pe=1 and (G2′ + e′)|pe′=1.
Inserting R2-ec(G2) = 0 since there are two bridges f and g in G2, R2-ec(G2uv) =
pfpgR2-ec((G
2′ + e′)|pe′=1) since there is an x-y path via f and g (keep in mind that
both f and g are essential), R2-ec((G2 + e)|pe′=1) = pfpgR2-ec((G2
′
+ e′)|pe′=1) into
Equation (3.33) for R2-ec(G) yields the following.
R2-ec(G) = pfpg(R2-ec(G
1)R2-ec((G
2′ + e′)|pe′=1)−R2-ec(G1)R2-ec((G2
′
+ e′)|pe′=1)
+R2-ec((G
1 + e)|pe=1)R2-ec((G2
′
+ e′)|pe′=1))
= pfpgR2-ec((G
1 + e)|pe=1)R2-ec((G2
′
+ e′)|pe′=1).
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3.6. Pathsets for Two-Edge Connectivity
3.6.1. Characterizing the Edges - Irrelevant and Essential Edges
General Observations on Irrelevant and Essential Edges
See Section 3.1 for the respective definitions of pathsets, irrelevant and essential edges.
Since irrelevant edges are edges whose deletion does not alter the two-edge connected
reliability, their characterization is also useful for practical applications, i.e. they can
be deleted.
Table 3.3 contains the number of non-isomorphic simple connected (con), two-edge
connected (2-ec) and two-edge connected graphs with irrelevant edges (2-ec irr) for
graphs of order n = 3, . . . , 8. In Table 3.4, these results are split regarding the size m
of the graph. The numbers were produced by using the function NonIsomorphicGraphs
of Maple’s GraphTheory package. In the following, the structure of graphs containing
essential and irrelevant edges are investigated with a special focus on necessary and
sufficient conditions for the occurrence of irrelevant edges.
n 3 4 5 6 7 8
con 2 6 21 112 853 11117
2-ec 1 3 11 60 502 7403
2-ec irr 0 1 2 11 62 535
Tab. 3.3.: Number of non-isomorphic simple graphs of order n: connected (con), two-edge connected
(2-ec), two-edge connected having at least one irrelevant edge (2-ec irr).
m 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
n = 4 1
n = 5 1 1
n = 6 2 5 3 1
n = 7 2 14 20 16 7 2 1
n = 8 3 31 91 131 123 82 45 19 7 2 1
Tab. 3.4.: Number of non-isomorphic simple graphs of order n with at least one irrelevant edge sorted
by the size m.
Lemma 3.6.1. Essential edges in a two-edge connected graph G are exactly those
contained in edge cuts of cardinality two.
Proof. Let e, f be the edges of an edge cut of cardinality two of a graph G. If e is
deleted, then f becomes a bridge. Therefore, e is contained in every minimal pathset
and consequently essential. Otherwise, if e is an essential edge of the graph, then the
deletion of e leaves the graph no longer two-edge connected. The graph G− e contains
a bridge f . This also yields that the edges e and f form an edge cut in G.
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Lemma 3.6.2 (Characterization of irrelevant edges). Let G = (V,E) be a two-edge
connected graph. An edge e ∈ E is irrelevant if and only if for all spanning subgraphs
H = (V, F ) of G, the following statement holds. If H is two-edge connected, then also
H − e is two-edge connected.
Proof. Let H = (V, F ) be an arbitrary two-edge connected spanning subgraph of a
two-edge connected graph G = (V,E) and e ∈ F be an edge of H.
"⇒"
Assume that there is a spanning subgraph H which is two-edge connected and there is
an edge e in H such that H − e is not two-edge connected. If H is minimal regarding
two-edge connectivity, then e is essential and therefore not irrelevant. On the other
hand, if H is not minimal, there is a minimally two-edge connected spanning subgraph
H ′ = (V, F ′) with F ′ ⊂ F containing e. H ′ arises by deleting edges from H. The edge
e therefore is contained in a minimal pathset and cannot be irrelevant.
"⇐"
Now consider an edge e such that for each spanning subgraph H containing e, H − e
is two-edge connected. This means that e is not contained in any minimal pathset of
G and thus is irrelevant.
Remark 3.6.3 (Further characterizations). Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), an
irrelevant edge is an edge e ∈ E whose removal from the graph does not affect the two-
edge connected reliability, i.e. R2-ec(G) = R2-ec(G − e). An essential edge of G is an
edge e ∈ E whose removal from the graph implies R2-ec(G− e) = 0. An irrelevant edge
e of a graph G can also be characterized as follows. If e is contained in an arbitrary
pathset F of G, then F \ {e} is also a pathset.
Corollary 3.6.4. Remark 3.6.3 together with the pathset representation (Equation (3.3)
on page 16) yield that an edge e is irrelevant if and only if R2-ec(G) = R2-ec(G − e)
holds.
Remark 3.6.5. If a two-edge connected graph G = (V,E) has the set F ⊆ E of
essential edges which is also a pathset, then the remaining edges in E \F are irrelevant.
This holds because F is the only minimal pathset and contains no edge of E \ F .
Using the thoughts of Remark 3.6.5, graphs containing irrelevant edges can be con-
structed. Starting with a graph containing solely essential edges (i.e. a minimally
two-edge connected graph, see Section 3.6.2), further edges are added in the following
way. Choose two non-adjacent vertices such that all their neighbours have degree two
and connect them with an edge e. In this way, all neighbouring edges of e stay essen-
tial because they are still incident to a vertex of degree two. Following the reasoning
of the remark, the new edge must be irrelevant. Example graphs can be found in
Appendix A.2.1.
Remark 3.6.6. Multiple edges in a multigraph are irrelevant if and only if the corre-
sponding edge is irrelevant in the simple graph obtained by reducing the multiplicities
of all irrelevant edges to one. This follows directly from the definition. If an edge in a
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simple graph is irrelevant, it can be deleted from every pathset and so can be multiple
edges.
Lemma 3.6.7. Let = (V,E) be a graph and H = (V, F ) with F ⊆ E be a two-edge
connected spanning subgraph of G (therefore G is two-edge connected). If e ∈ F is an
irrelevant edge in G, then e is also irrelevant in H.
Proof. Consider the set Fmin of minimal pathsets of the two-edge connected graph
G = (V,E). The set F ′min of minimal pathsets of a two-edge connected spanning
subgraph H = (V, F ) of G is a subset of Fmin since H arises by deleting some edges in
G. An edge e ∈ F that is irrelevant in G is not contained in any set that is an element
of F ′min (by definition). Therefore, it is not contained in set that is an element of Fmin.
This yields that e is also irrelevant in H.
Remark 3.6.8. In general the converse of Lemma 3.6.7 is not true. Consider for
instance a complete graph K4 having no irrelevant edges whereas the diamond, which
is the K4 minus one edge, contains exactly one irrelevant edge.
Characterization of Graphs with Irrelevant and Essential Edges
Theorem 3.6.9. A three-edge connected graph has no essential and no irrelevant edges.
Proof. A three-edge connected graph may not contain essential edges because it has
no edge cuts of cardinality less than three which follows from Lemma 3.6.1. Let G =
(V,E) be a three-edge connected graph and let H = (V, F ) be a minimally three-edge
connected spanning subgraph of G. This results in the fact that each edge of H is
contained in an edge cut of cardinality three. Consider an arbitrary edge e ∈ F of H
G1 G2
e
f
g
Fig. 3.14.: Minimal edge cut of a three-edge connected graph G containing e (with example edges)
and two subgraphs G1 and G2.
and let {e, f, g} be an edge cut of cardinality three containing e (see Figure 3.14). If
the edge g is deleted from H, the graph H − g is two-edge connected since the edge
connectivity may decrease by at most one when an edge is deleted. There is an edge
cut {e, f} in H − g and thus e is not irrelevant in H because it is contained in some
minimal pathset of H. This yields that e is not irrelevant in G by Lemma 3.6.7.
Definition 3.6.10 (uv-chain). A uv-chain is a connected graph G = (V,E) with two
vertices u and v, u 6= v, and at least two bridges such that Guv is two-edge connected.
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Theorem 3.6.11 (Sufficient condition for an irrelevant edge). Consider a two-edge
connected graph G = (V,E) with the following structure. G contains an edge e = {u, v}
and the end vertices u and v of e form a separating vertex set in G. Furthermore G
has two subgraphs G1 and G2 that both contain u and v and both are uv-chains. Then
e is an irrelevant edge in G.
e
u
v
G1 G2
f
g h
i
Fig. 3.15.: Structure of the graph G.
Proof. Consider the graph G with the assumptions of the theorem. Let G1 be a uv-
chain with two bridges f and g and let G2 be a uv-chain with two bridges h and i.
Consider a minimal pathset F of G. The edges f , g, h and i are essential and thus
contained in F . There is a u-v path containing only edges of G1 and another u-v path
containing only edges of G2. Otherwise the spanning subgraph (V, F ) of G would not
be two-edge connected. The two u-v paths together form a cycle C containing u and v,
but not e. Assume that e ∈ F . Then the graph (V, F \{e}) would have a bridge a since
F is minimal. The edge a cannot be situated on the cycle C. However, it is contained in
some other cycle in (V, F ) since F is a pathset. This cycle is not altered when deleting
the edge e and thus, a cannot be a bridge in (V, F ), a contradiction. Therefore, e
cannot be contained in the minimal pathset F and hence not in any minimal pathset
of G by Lemma 3.6.7. This yields that e is irrelevant.
Theorem 3.6.12. Let G = (V,E) be a two-edge connected graph with the structure
depicted in Figure 3.16. The graph G−{u, v} consists of three components G1 and G2
(as in Theorem 3.6.11) as well as G3 such that G3uv is two-edge connected. Then e is
an irrelevant edge in G.
Proof. We know that the edge e is irrelevant in a graph with the structure of Theo-
rem 3.6.11. Let this graph be denoted by G′ such that V (G) = V (G′) ∪ V (G3) and
E(G) = E(G′) ∪ E(G3). Equation (3.33) holds:
R2-ec(G) = R2-ec(G
′) ·R2-ec(G3uv) +R2-ec(G′uv) ·R2-ec(G3) (3.35)
−R2-ec(G′) ·R2-ec(G3 + e′)−R2-ec(G′ + e′) ·R2-ec(G3)
+R2-ec(G
′ + e′) ·R2-ec(G3 + e′)
Since e is irrelevant in G′, R2-ec(G′−e) = R2-ec(G′) holds and also R2-ec(G′) = R2-ec(G′+
e′) since e and e′ have the same end vertices. This yields that G′ can be replaced by
G′ − e in Equation (3.35) and thus R2-ec(G) = R2-ec(G− e) (e is irrelevant).
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eu v
G3
Fig. 3.16.: Structure of the graph G.
Lemma 3.6.13. Let G = (V,E) be a k-edge connected graph (k ≥ 2) and two vertices
u, v ∈ V . Then the graph Guv is also k-edge connected.
Proof. By the edge version of Menger’s Theorem 2.2.11, every two vertices are con-
nected by at least k edge-disjoint paths. By merging two vertices u and v, these paths
may be shortened, but remain edge-disjoint since the only edges deleted are of the form
{u, v}.
Lemma 3.6.14. Let G = (V,E) be a two-edge connected graph that contains exactly
two essential edges e = {u, x} and f = {v, y} where end vertices might coincide. G
consists of two vertex-disjoint subgraphs G′ and G′′ and the essential edges such that
G− e− f = G′ ∪G′′. Then G′ and G′′ are both two-edge connected.
G
G′ G′′
e
f
u
v
x
y
Fig. 3.17.: Structure of a two-edge connected graph with exactly two essential edges. The vertices u
and v as well as x and y may coincide.
Proof. Since G is two-edge connected, G′ and G′′ have to be connected. Otherwise the
graph would be disconnected or contain a bridge. Without loss of generality, assume
that G′ is connected, but not two-edge connected, i.e. it has a bridge h. If u and v
are in the same component of G′ − h then G could not be two-edge connected (see
Figure 3.18). Let s be the end vertex of h that is in the same component as u of G′−h
and let t be the end vertex of h that is in the same component as v of G′−h. Since G′
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and G′′ each are connected, there is an s-u path and a t-v path in G′. Now consider
G − h − e which is disconnected because h is a bridge in G′ and e is essential in G.
But then h is also essential in G which is a contradiction to the assumption of only
two essential edges in G.
u
v
h
u
v
h
s
t
Fig. 3.18.: The two possibilities for bridges in G′; the connected subgraph G′′ is represented by a
dashed path.
Lemma 3.6.15. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with an edge cut of cardinality two that
contains the edges e = {u, x} and f = {v, y} (end vertices of e and f may coincide)
such that G− e− f has exactly two components G′ = (V ′, E ′) and G′′ = (V ′′, E ′′) and
u, v ∈ V ′ as well as x, y ∈ V ′′. Then the following statement holds. The graph G is
two-edge connected if and only if G′uv and G′′xy both are two-edge connected.
Proof. Since G− e− f has exactly two components, G′ and G′′ are connected and so is
G. The graph G has the structure of Figure 3.17, but note that G′ and G′′ may not be
two-edge connected. If G′ and G′′ are two-edge connected, the theorem holds. Consider
now that without loss of generality G′ has a bridge h. There are two possibilities for
this, shown in Figure 3.18. If the vertices u and v are in the same component of G′−h
(left side of the figure), then G′uv cannot be two-edge connected and also G. Consider
now a bridge h of G′ such that u and v are in different components of G′ − h (right
side of the figure). There might be more than one such bridge, all leaving u and v in
different components if deleted. Thus, there is a u-v path in G′ which contains all these
bridges. When merging u and v, this path becomes a cycle. Since G′ is connected,
G′uv is then two-edge connected. If G is two-edge connected, G′ as well as G′′ might
contain such bridges and G′uv as well as G′′xy are then two-edge connected. Conversely,
if G′uv and G′′xy are both two-edge connected, G′ as well as G′′ might contain bridges
of the mentioned form, but G would still be two-edge connected since there is a cycle
including all edges that are bridges in G′ or G′′ (see Lemma 2.2.15).
Theorem 3.6.16. Let G = (V,E) be a two-edge connected graph which has no essential
edges. Then G has no irrelevant edges.
Proof. If a two-edge connected graph has no essential edges, it has no edge cuts of
cardinality two and so is three-edge connected. The statement then follows directly
from Theorem 3.6.9.
Theorem 3.6.17. A two-edge connected graph G = (V,E) cannot have exactly one
essential edge.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.6.1.
Theorem 3.6.18. Let G = (V,E) be a two-edge connected graph which has exactly
two essential edges. Then G has no irrelevant edges.
Proof. The graph G has the structure depicted in Figure 3.17. The subgraphs G′ and
G′′ are both two-edge connected (Lemma 3.6.14). Every edge cut of cardinality two in
G′ separates u and v because otherwise G would have more than two essential edges.
Let F be such an edge cut. Then G′uv is three-edge connected because F is no longer an
edge cut after merging u and v (for illustration see Figure 3.19). This yields that G′uv
has no irrelevant edges. If G has no edges of the form {u, v} and {x, y}, respectively,
then each (minimal) pathset of G can be mapped to each (minimal) pathset of Guv,xy
and conversely. This follows from Lemma 3.6.15. The focus now lies on edges of the
form {u, v} and {x, y} since all other edges of G cannot be irrelevant.
u
v
u
v
u
v
u
v
Fig. 3.19.: From left to right: impossible structure of G′ with an edge cut of cardinality two not
separating u and v (would cause more essential edges), impossible structure of G′ (would cause more
essential edges), possible structure of G′, possible structure of G′ with more than one edge cut of
cardinality two separating u and v (cease to be edge cuts when u and v are merged).
For case one, let G′ and G′′ both be three-edge connected. By Theorem 3.6.9 this yields
that G′ in itself has no irrelevant edges as well as G′′ in itself has no irrelevant edges.
Without loss of generality, consider now that an edge g = {u, v} exists. We can find
a minimal pathset containing g in the following way. Choose a minimal edge cut F ′
of G′ that contains g and thus leaves u and v in different components of G′ − F ′. We
show that G′ − F ′ consists of two two-edge connected components and subsequently
we can find a minimal pathset containing g. If there are more than two components in
G′ − F ′, then an edge cut with fewer edges could be found (see the graph on the left
of Figure 3.21). This contradicts the minimality of F ′. If one component of G′ − F ′
is connected, but not two-edge connected, it contains at least one bridge. Since G is
two-edge connected, this would cause a structure of G′ as in the middle of Figure 3.21
(example for the component containing the vertex u). Again an edge cut with fewer
edges than F ′ can be found (dotted line). This again contradicts the minimality of F ′.
The cardinality of the edge cut cannot remain constant because then G′ would have an
edge cut of cardinality two (graph on the right of Figure 3.21) This is impossible since
G′ is three-edge connected. Thus the components of G′ − F ′ are two-edge connected.
Consider the subgraph G′ − (F ′ \ {g}) so that g is a bridge in this subgraph. Note
that there is a u-v path through G′′ containing e and f , so G− (F ′ \ {g}) is two-edge
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u
v
x
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gF ′
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f
Fig. 3.20.: A minimal edge cut F ′ in G′ containing g.
u
v
u
v
u
v
Fig. 3.21.: Components of G′ − F ′, left: not connected (contradiction to minimality), middle: con-
nected with bridge (contradiction to minimality), right: special case of connected with bridge (edge
cut of cardinality two arises).
connected. Delete further edges in G until the corresponding pathset is minimal. Thus
a minimal pathset of G is arising that contains g. So g is not irrelevant. This reasoning
also holds for an edge {x, y}.
For case two, consider now that G′ is two-edge connected, but not three-edge connected.
ThenG′ has at least one edge cut of cardinality two. Without loss of generality, consider
an edge g = {u, v} in G′. The subgraph G′ has an edge cut of cardinality two. Deleting
this edge cut in G′ leaves u and v in different components. Otherwise G would contain
more than two essential edges (apart from e and f those of the edge cut in G′). Since
u and v are adjacent, the edge g = {u, v} must be contained in this edge cut. So G′
has the structure depicted in Figure 3.22. Denote the other edge of the edge cut in G′
by h.
Consider the graph G′ − h which is connected because G′ is two-edge connected. The
edge g is the only bridge in G′ − h because otherwise G would contain more than two
essential edges. Thus G′ − h consists of two two-edge connected components that are
connected by g. This yields that a minimal pathset containing g can be found as in
case one by successively deleting edges in G− h, i.e. g is not irrelevant.
Theorem 3.6.19. Let G = (V,E) be a two-edge connected graph which has exactly
three essential edges. Then G has no irrelevant edges.
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h
Fig. 3.22.: G′ is two-edge connected and an edge cut of cardinality two contains g.
Proof. Consider the structure of G: Every essential edge is contained in an edge cut
of cardinality two, so there are three non-disjoint edge cuts of cardinality two. All
three essential edges e, f, g lie on a common cycle, otherwise one would be a bridge.
The graph G − {e, f, g} consists of three two-edge connected components G′, G′′, G′′′
where a K1 considered as two-edge connected. G′, G′′ and G′′′ must be connected
since otherwise either e or f or g would be a bridge and two-edge connected since
every bridge would be either an additional essential edge or a bridge in G. The only
possible arrangement of essential edges e, f and g as well as subgraphs G′, G′′ and G′′′
is depicted in Figure 3.23.
G′
G′′ G′′′
e
f
g
G′
G′′
G′′′
e
f
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y
z
Fig. 3.23.: Structure of a two-edge connected graph G with exactly three essential edges e, f and g.
The subgraphs G′′ and G′′′ together with the edge g can be viewed as another subgraph containing
the bridge g (inside dashed square on the right).
Consider the splitting with {u, v} as the separating vertex set (right side of Figure 3.23).
The subgraph G′ might be three-edge connected or only two-edge connected. Now the
argumentation of the proof of Theorem 3.6.18 can be rephrased to conclude that G′
has no irrelevant edges. This can be done similarly for G′′ and G′′′ which yields the
conclusion that G itself contains no irrelevant edges. This argumentation would not
work for more than three essential edges in the graph since there are at least two
pairs of them that might have the same end vertices and thus there might be no cycle
containing all essential edges.
Corollary 3.6.20 (Necessary condition for an irrelevant edge). If a two-edge connected
graph G has an irrelevant edge, then it contains at least four essential edges and this
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bound is sharp. Examples for two-edge connected graphs with an irrelevant edge and
four essential edges are shown in Figure A.5 of Appendix A.4.1.
Fig. 3.24.: Simple graphs with eight vertices and an irrelevant edge with the smallest (left) and largest
(right) size; essential edges are shown dashed and irrelevant edges dotted.
Remark 3.6.21. For a given order n, the graph with at least one irrelevant edge and
the smallest size m is a cycle with one chord since a smallest minimal pathset forms a
cycle with n edges and fewer edges would lead either to a tree or a disconnected graph.
Remark 3.6.5 shows that the additional edge is irrelevant. For a given order n the
simple graph with at least one irrelevant edge and the largest size has four essential
edges that form a cycle and a chord in this cycle that is the irrelevant edge. The end
vertices of this edge together with the remaining n− 4 vertices form a clique.
3.6.2. Minimally Two-Edge Connected Graphs
The Principle of Inclusion–Exclusion
When computing the two-edge connected reliability of a graph G = (V,E), we sum
up the probabilities of its operational states. These states represent edge subsets that
belong to two-edge connected spanning subgraphs. The states can be obtained by
uniting some inclusion-minimal states, i.e. we can compute the two-edge connected
reliability of a graph by applying the principle of inclusion–exclusion to its minimally
two-edge connected spanning subgraphs. In the literature, this has been done for
the two-terminal reliability amongst other measures. Satyanarayana and Prabhakar
[SP78] stated that many summands cancel out in their equation for the two-terminal
reliability of directed graphs with a source s and a sink t. They developed the concept of
domination to leave these terms out from the beginning. In their notation, a formation
is a subset of operational minimal states. A formation is odd (even) if its cardinality is
odd (even). The signed domination is the number of odd formations minus the number
of even formations for a given subset of formations of the directed graph. They show
that summing up over acyclic directed subgraphs suffices since the dominations of
graphs with directed cycles are equal to zero for this problem. See also the chapter 2.4.
of the textbook [Col87] of Colbourn for an overview.
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The principle of inclusion–exclusion can also be applied to two-edge connected relia-
bility, however, a similar simplification could not be found. Let Fmin be the set of all
minimal pathsets of a given graph G = (V,E). We define a set of indices I = {1, . . . , r}
for Fmin and assign an index i ∈ I to each Fi ∈ Fmin. Let Ai be the event that at least
all edges in Fi are operating. The probability of each event Ai is
Pr(Ai) =
∏
e∈Fi
pe.
The probability Pr(AI) of an intersection of events Ai (i ∈ I for some index set I ⊆ I)
is the probability of the event that at least all edges in all sets Fi are operating and
thus we get the following equation.
Pr(AI) := Pr
(⋂
i∈I
Ai
)
=
∏
e∈ ⋃
i∈I
Fi
pe.
The two-edge connected reliability is the probability that at least one event Ai (i =
1, . . . , r) occurs or in other words the probability of the union of all those events. Using
the principle of inclusion–exclusion, we therefore get the following equation.
R2-ec(G) =
r∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
∑
I⊆I
|I|=k
Pr(AI). (3.36)
If all edge probabilities are equal to p, then we can rewrite Equation (3.36) as
R2-ec(G, p) =
r∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
∑
I⊆I
|I|=k
p
∣∣∣∣∣ ⋃i∈I Fi
∣∣∣∣∣
. (3.37)
Example 3.6.22. We consider the simple 3-regular graph G of order six and size nine
in Figure 3.25. It has exactly three different Hamilton cycles (upper row of the figure).
Furthermore, there are six spanning subgraphs with seven edges each (lower row of the
figure). They are minimal with regard to the two-edge connectivity because all edges are
incident to at least one vertex of degree two. We assume the operating probability p for
every edge.
Summing up the probabilities for the occurrence of the minimally two-edge connected
spanning subgraphs (k = 1 in Equation (3.37)) gives us the term 3p6 + 6p7. The term
for k = 2 is 18p8 + 18p9 which means that there are 18 possibilities where the union
of the corresponding edge subsets Fi yields a set of cardinality 8 or 9, respectively. For
k = 3, we get 6p8 + 78p9. All other unions of edge subsets Fi for k = 4, . . . , 9 yield a
set of cardinality 9 and thus the corresponding probability terms are
(
9
k
)
. Considering
the respective signs and summing up, we get:
R2-ec(G, p) = 3p
6 + 6p7 − (18p8 + 18p9) + 6p8 + 78p9 − 126p9 + 126p9 − 84p9 + 36p9
− 9p9 + p9
= 3p6 + 6p7 +−12p8 + 4p9.
We can see that there are some summands which cancel out, but here this is caused by
the symmetry of the binomial coefficient.
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Fig. 3.25.: An example graph and all of its minimally two-edge connected spanning subgraphs. Failed
edges are shown as dashed lines.
As we already mentioned in the section about complexity (see Section 3.2.2), the prob-
lem of finding a minimally k-edge connected subgraph is NP-hard even for k = 2.
Another problem of this approach is that there are exponentially many summands in
the inclusion–exclusion formula of Equation (3.36). So, the runtime of a corresponding
algorithm would be even worse than that of complete enumeration. The question if
there are further simplifications like in the domination theory presented above is still
an open problem.
Generating Minimally Two-Edge Connected Graphs
The results of this section are due to Chaty and Chein [CC79]. The following propo-
sitions are stated in their paper, but some of them are rephrased here. A connected
graph G is minimally two-edge connected if and only if G has no bridge and for all
edges e of G the graph G − e has a bridge. If a graph G = (V,E) is minimally two-
edge connected, then for all vertex subsets Y ⊆ V , the inequality λG[Y ] ≤ 2 holds. If
equality occurs (λG[Y ] = 2), then the subgraph G[Y ] is minimally two-edge connected.
In other words, if a graph G is minimally two-edge connected, every subgraph of G is
at most two-edge connected. This proposition yields the fact that in a minimally two-
edge connected graph G, every two-vertex connected component is minimally two-edge
connected.
We can also easily deal with multigraphs. IfG is a minimally two-edge connected graph,
its multiple edges have at most the multiplicity two. Furthermore, a multiple edge of
multiplicity two always forms an edge cut in a minimally two-edge connected graph.
Otherwise one of the parallel edges could be deleted contradicting the minimality.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph with a splitting (G1, G2, {v}). G is minimally two-edge
connected if and only if G1 and G2 both are minimally two-edge connected. In the
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following, we will comprehend the results of the construction of minimally two-edge
connected graphs by Chaty and Chein [CC79]. Some definitions are in order first.
Definition 3.6.23 (Necklace, E-chain). A necklace is a minimally two-edge connected,
simple graph that is also two-vertex connected. An E-chain is a graph that can be
represented by a sequence G1, a1, G2, a2, . . . , ak−1, Gk with k ≥ 1 such that:
• Gi is either a necklace or isomorphic to K2 ∀i = 1, . . . , k,
• V (Gi) ∩ V (Gi+1) = ai ∀i = 1, . . . , k − 1,
• V (Gi) ∩ V (Gj) = ∅ for all i = 1, . . . , k − 2 and j = i+ 2, . . . , k.
Lemma 3.6.24 (Lemma 1 of [CC79]). If G = (V,E) is a necklace and e = {u, v} ∈ E,
then G − e is an E-chain of the form G1, a1, G2, a2, . . . , ak−1, Gk with k ≥ 2 and u ∈
V (G1), v ∈ Gk (u 6= a1, v 6= ak−1). Furthermore, at least one of the Gi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is
isomorphic to a K2.
The lemma in short means: if we delete an edge of a necklace, we get an E-chain. The
graph Gwxy is generated from the graph G = (V,E) with x, y ∈ V by adding a new
vertex w to V and two edges {w, x} and {w, y} to E. A graph G = (V,E) is extensible
between two of its vertices x and y if Gwxy is minimally two-edge connected.
Theorem 3.6.25 (Theorem 1 of [CC79]). A necklace G is extensible between two non-
adjacent vertices x, y ∈ V if and only if for an edge e = {x, y} ∈ E, the E-chain G− e
has the form G1, a1, G2, a2, . . . , ak−1, Gk with x ∈ V (Gi), y ∈ V (Gj), 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k
and at least one Gh is isomorphic to a K2 with h /∈ {i, i+ 1, . . . , j}.
Further conditions for the extensibility from [CC79] are that a cycle is extensible be-
tween two of its vertices if and only if they are non-adjacent. If a necklace G is
extensible between x and y, then Gwxy is also extensible between x and y. Given two
distinct vertices x and y of a necklace G, if λG(x, y) ≥ 3, then G is extensible between
x and y. The proof of this is as follows. If G is not extensible between x and y, The-
orem 1 of [CC79] implies that G has an edge e such that G − e has all of its bridges
between x and y and thus cG(x, y) = 2.
No further structural conditions for extensibility are given in [CC79]. Some further
ideas are given here. The property that x and y are non-adjacent is a necessary condi-
tion because each edge {x, y} could be deleted without losing the two-edge connectivity.
If each edge of G is adjacent to at least one vertex of degree two, then G is extensible
between any two of its non-adjacent vertices that do not have degree two. This is
a sufficient condition, but not necessary. It is true because after the extension, each
edge stays incident to at least one vertex of degree two. A cycle is an example for a
graph where each edge is incident to a vertex of degree two and the cycle is extensible
between any of its non-adjacent vertices having degree two.
Theorem 3.6.26 (Theorem 2 of [CC79]). We define the property P(G, e) of the graph
G = (V,E) and an edge e = {a0, ak} ∈ E where G − e is the E-chain of the form
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G1, a1, G2, a2, . . . , ak−1, Gk such that the end vertices of e are a0 ∈ V (G1), ak ∈ V (Gk)
(a0 6= a1, ak 6= ak−1 for k ≥ 2), each Gi is extensible between ai and ai−1 (1 ≤ i ≤ k) as
well as at least one Gi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is isomorphic to K2. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
1. G is a necklace.
2. For each e ∈ E, P(G, e) is true.
3. There exists an e ∈ E such that P(G, e) is true.
Let U0 be the family of all necklaces and let Umin be the family of all minimally two-edge
connected graphs.
Theorem 3.6.27 (Theorem 3 (a) of [CC79]). We construct further graphs G ∈ U0 as
follows. Let G1, . . . , Gk be vertex-disjoint graphs (k > 2) and each of them is either a
necklace or isomorphic to the K2. Furthermore, at least two of them are isomorphic to
a K2. Let xi and yi be two vertices of the graph Gi (i = 1, . . . , k) and let Gi be extensible
between xi and yi. We construct G ∈ U0 by identifying yi and xi+1 for i = 1, . . . , k − 1
as well as yk and x1.
Proof idea. We prove this by induction using Theorem 3.6.26.
Remark that contrary to the theorem of the paper, we exclude k = 2 since this would
lead to a graph consisting of two vertices and a pair of parallel edges (i.e. not a simple
graph). The construction is also not unique since the same necklace can be constructed
in different ways (see Figure 3.26 for an example).
x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 y3
G1 G2 G3 G
x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 y3 x4 y4
G1 G2 G3 G4 G
Fig. 3.26.: Example for two isomorphic graphs that are created from different initial graphs during
the construction of U0 (Theorem 3.6.27).
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Theorem 3.6.28 (Theorem 3 (b) of [CC79]). The family Umin contains all 2-cycles
and all graphs in U0. Furthermore, let G1 and G2 be two graphs in Umin with disjoint
vertex sets. We obtain a new graph of Umin by identifying an arbitrary vertex of G1 and
an arbitrary vertex of G2.
Proof idea. We prove this using Theorem 3.6.27 and the propositions from above.
Examples of minimally two-edge connected graphs can be found in Appendix A.4.2.
Further properties of minimally two-edge connected graphs are described in the liter-
ature. Mader obtained the following results. He gave properties of minimally n-edge
connected graphs, namely statements about subgraphs, vertex connectivity, vertex de-
grees in [Mad71a]. One result of this paper is that every minimally k-edge connected
graph of order n has at least n− 1 vertices of degree n. This means that a minimally
two-edge connected graph has at least three vertices of degree two. In [Mad71b], Mader
gave properties of minimally n-edge connected graphs of maximum size. Maurer gave
a characterization of k-minimally n-edge-connected graphs [MS78]. Here, a graph is k-
minimal with respect to edge connectivity if the removal of any j edges (j ≤ k) reduces
the value of the edge connectivity by j. There are also other methods to construct
minimally two-edge connected graphs in the literature. Mader gave a construction of
n-edge connected graphs [Mad78], whereas Zhu gave a construction of minimally h-edge
connected simple graphs [Zhu89]. Another construction method for minimally k-edge
connected graphs is given by Habib and Peroche [HP80]. They use two operations and
the construction gets more complex than the one given here.
Counting minimally two-edge connected graphs is not part of the paper [CC79], but
is dealt with in the doctoral and Master thesis by Pootheri ([Poo00a] and [Poo00b]).
He counts graphs of several classes with the help of generating functions: biconnected,
minimally two-edge connected and others. The Master thesis [Poo00b] deals with
labelled graphs, whereas in the doctoral thesis [Poo00a], unlabelled graphs are counted.
Similar considerations as above hold for minimally three-edge connected graphs. Ex-
amples can be found in Appendix A.4.3. In this section, we showed how one can
construct minimally two-edge connected graphs. We now give some remarks about
finding them as subgraphs of a given graph. Finding a minimally k-edge connected
spanning subgraph is NP-hard. The corresponding decision problem is NP-complete
(see Section 3.2.2), even for k = 2 (Hamilton cycle problem). For an approximation, see
papers such as [Huh04] by Huh that deals with finding minimally two-edge connected
spanning subgraphs of a given graph. In this paper and similar others, -approximation
algorithms are given, i.e. algorithms that run in polynomial time where the value of
the approximation solution is at most  times the value of the exact solution (here, a
solution is the size of the minimally two-edge connected spanning subgraph). Contrary
to this approximation, we might as well bound and/or approximate the whole two-edge
connected reliability polynomial in one step (see Chapter 5).
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4.1. Sparse Graph Classes
4.1.1. Trees and Cycles
Since paths Pn in particular and trees Tn in general are not two-edge connected,
R2-ec(Pn) = R2-ec(Tn) = 0 holds. Cycles Cn are two-edge connected graphs with the
smallest possible size because they have n edges and a graph with n − 1 or fewer
edges is either not connected or a tree. All edges are essential in a cycle and so
R2-ec(Cn) =
∏
e∈E(Cn) pe and R2-ec(Cn, p) = p
n, respectively.
As given in the definitions (see Definition 2.1.4), a k-cycle is a cycle with k-tuples of
multiple edges. Its two-edge connected reliability polynomial can be computed easily.
Theorem 4.1.1. The two-edge connected reliability polynomial of a k-cycle is given by
the term
R2-ec(Cn,k, p) = (1− (1− p)k)n + n(1− p)k(1− (1− p)k − kp(1− p)k−1)n−1.
Proof. When considering realizations of graphs that are operational, i.e. two-edge
connected, and their corresponding pathsets, one obtains spanning graphs with and
graphs without a Hamilton cycle. These graphs form two disjoint sets. If there is
a Hamilton cycle, then at least one edge from each k-bundle has to be operational.
Considering the complementary event, the probability for this is 1− (1− p)k.
On the other hand, if there is no Hamilton cycle, all edges from exactly one k-bundle
have failed. This cannot happen in more than one k-bundle because the graph would
be disconnected, i.e. not operational. We have n possibilities for this and the corre-
sponding probability term is n(1− p)k. From the remaining n− 1 k-bundles, at least
two edges from each have to be operational to ensure two-edge connectivity. This yields
the remaining probability term.
4.1.2. Wheel Graph Wn
A wheel graph Wn is a cycle of order n − 1 together with an nth vertex and an edge
connecting this vertex to every vertex of the cycle. There are n − 1 outer edges and
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Wn
Fig. 4.1.: Wheel graph with inner (blue) and outer (magenta) edges coloured.
n− 1 inner edges (all in all 2n− 2 edges).
Theorem 4.1.2. For a wheel graph Wn with n vertices the two-edge connected relia-
bility can be calculated by
R2-ec(Wn) = p
n−1
bn−12 c∑
j=0
n− 1
j
·
(
n− j − 2
j − 1
)
· [p(1− p)]j
+
n−1∑
i=2
·
(
n− 1
i
)
pi · (1− p)n−1−i
]
.
(4.1)
Proof. Consider a state with j failed outer edges (1 ≤ j ≤ bn−1
2
c). We assign a cyclic
word over the alphabet {0, 1} to each state of outer edges where zero stands for a
failed outer edge and one stands for an operating outer edge (outer edges have to be
numbered accordingly). Adjacent outer edges may not fail together since this would
yield a bridge. So there are no pairwise zeros in the cyclic word. There are n− j − 1
positions between the ones. We fix one zero and have n−1
j
ways to do this and j − 1
zeros for the remaining n−j−2 positions. This leads to n−1
j
·(n−j−2
j−1
)
possibilities. The
edge probabilities for each state are as follows: (1−p)j for the failed outer edges, pn−1−j
for the operating inner edges, and p2j because there are two operating inner edges for
each failed outer edge. The remaining inner edges are irrelevant (see Remark 3.6.5
of Section 3.6). This leads to the following formula whose simplification yields the
equation of the theorem.
R2-ec(Wn) =
bn−1
2
c∑
j=0
n− 1
j
·
(
n− j − 2
j − 1
)
· p2j · pn−1−j · (1− p)j
+
n−1∑
i=2
pn−1 ·
(
n− 1
i
)
· pi · (1− p)n−1−i.
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BW3
BW4
Fig. 4.2.: Bipartite wheels BW3 and BW4
4.1.3. Bipartite Wheel BWk
Theorem 4.1.3. The two-edge connected reliability of the bipartite wheel BWk is given
by
R2-ec(BWk, p) = p
2k
k∑
i=2
(
k
i
)
pi(1− p)k−i
= p2k[1− (1− p)k − kp(1− p)k−1].
Proof. All edges fail stochastically independently and edges incident to vertices of de-
gree two are essential. So, in every two-edge connected realization of the graph, these
vertices lie in the same two-edge connected component, more precisely on a cycle. The
corresponding probability is p2k. For the remaining vertex that is not in the cycle, at
least two of its k incident (non-cycle) edges have to be operational. Then, the whole
graph is two-edge connected. Summing up over the corresponding probabilities that
at least two of k edges are operating yields the first line of the equation. Considering
the complementary event (all k or exactly k − 1 edges fail), we obtain the second line
of the equation.
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4.2. Complete Graphs
4.2.1. Recursive Approach for Complete Graphs
All-Terminal Reliability
There is a recursive approach for the all-terminal reliability found by Gilbert in 1959
[Gil59]. The basic idea is to list all possible states considering the connected compo-
nents.
Theorem 4.2.1 ([Gil59]). The all-terminal reliablity of a complete graph of order n
can be calculated recursively by
R(Kn, p) = 1−
n−1∑
k=1
(
n− 1
k − 1
)
R(Kk, p)(1− p)k(n−k),
with the initial condition R(K1, p) = 1.
Proof. The idea is to consider a vertex v ∈ V and, as edges fail independently, distin-
guish which vertices are in the same component as v. Because of the symmetry, the
number of vertices can be considered instead of the sets of vertices. There are several
cases. If v is an isolated vertex, the corresponding probability is (1 − p)n−1. If v is
in a component of order two, the corresponding probability is (n − 1)p(1 − p)2(n−2).
In the general case where v is in a component of order k + 1, the probability is(
n−1
k
)
R(Kk+1, p)(1− p)(k+1)(n−k−1). The listed cases constitute all possible events, thus
the sum of the corresponding probabilities is equal to one. An index shift and extracting
the n-th summand yields the theorem.
Two-Edge Connected Reliability of Complete Graphs
The general idea for the two-edge connected reliability of a complete graph is similar
to the one for the all-terminal reliability. The following theorem has been presented
by Peter Tittmann in [Tit14] to count two-edge connected subgraphs. Here we show
a modified version for the calculation of the two-edge connected reliability polynomial
of complete graphs.
Theorem 4.2.2 ([Tit14]). We get the two-edge connected reliability polynomial of the
complete graph Kn that is denoted by rn by
rn = 1−
∑
λ`n
(
n
λ
)
1
kλ!
q
1
2
|λ|∑
i=1
λi(n−λi)
|λ|∏
i=1
∑
σ`λi
σ 6=(n)
(
λi
σ
)
1
kσ!
tσ(1−q)|σ|−1q
1
2
|σ|∑
j=1
σj(λi−σj)−|σ|+1 |σ|∏
j=1
rσj .
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Proof. The edges of the Kn fail stochastically independently with given probability
q = 1 − p each. Let H be the spanning subgraph after some edges have failed. The
components of H induce a partition pi of V which we call the type of H. For any set
M , we denote the set of all partitions of M by Π(M). The number of blocks of a
partition pi is denoted by |pi|. Each block of a partition pi = type(H) induces either a
two-edge connected component of H or a connected subgraph with at least two two-
edge connected components. Let X ∈ pi be a block of pi. Then the vertex sets of
two-edge connected components belonging to the component H [X] form a partition
σ = {X1, ..., Xm} of X, which we call the two-type of H [X]. Let H [X, σ] be the graph
obtained from H by shrinking each block Xi, i = 1, ..., |σ|, of σ. The graph H[X, σ]
is connected as H[X] is connected. The partition σ is the two-type of H [X], which
implies that the graph H [X, σ] is a tree.
Fig. 4.3.: Example for a complete graph (left), some edges fail (middle). The right side shows a
representation of the emerging vertex partition into components (outer borders) and into two-edge
connected components (inner borders).
Let the partition pi = {X1, . . . , Xk} ∈ Π(V ) be the type of H and let σi ∈ Π(Xi),
i = 1, . . . , k = |pi| be the two-type of H[Xi] where Xi is the i-th block of pi. All edges
that connect different blocks of pi fail and the blocks of pi induce connected subgraphs.
There are
1
2
∑
X∈pi
|X| (n− |X|)
edges that have end vertices in different blocks of pi. What is the probability that
a vertex-induced subgraph H[X], where X is a block of pi, induces a given two-type
σ ∈ Π(X)? First, all blocks of σ have to induce two-edge connected subgraphs of H[X].
This happens with the probability ∏
Y ∈σ
r|Y |.
A single vertex is always considered as being two-edge connected; the complete graph
K2 is not two-edge connected, which gives r1 = 1 and r2 = 0. Second, the edges
connecting different blocks of σ must form a spanning tree of H[X, σ]. There are
1
2
∑
Y ∈σ |Y | (|X| − |Y |) possible edges between different blocks of σ in H[X]. Out of
these, there have to be exactly |σ| − 1 edges in operating state (i.e. these edges are
actually present in H). Let tσ be the number of spanning trees of H[X, σ], where H
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is (temporarily) assumed to be complete. We define tσ = 1 if |σ| = 1. In case |σ| ≥ 2,
σ = {Y1, ..., Ym}, we introduce the square matrix Lσ = (lij)|σ|−1,|σ|−1 by
lij =
{
|X| |Yi| − |Yi|2 , if i = j,
− |Yi| |Yj| , otherwise.
According to Kirchhoff’s matrix tree theorem [Kir74], tσ equals the determinant of
the reduced Laplacian matrix of H[X, σ], which yields tσ = detLσ. Summarizing the
partial results, we obtain
Pr(A(pi, σ1, ..., σk)) = q
1
2
∑
X∈pi |X|(n−|X|)
k∏
i=1
(1−q)|σi|−1tσiq
1
2
∑
Y ∈σi |Y |(|X|−|Y |)−|σi|+1
∏
Y ∈σi
r|Y |,
where pi = {X1, ..., Xk} ∈ Π(V ) and σi ∈ Π(Xi), i = 1, ..., k = |pi|. Observe that the
random events A(pi, σ1, ..., σk) form a complete system of disjoint events. Thus we find∑
pi∈Π(V )
q
1
2
∑
X∈pi |X|(n−|X|)
∏
X∈pi
∑
σ∈Π(X)
(1− q)|σ|−1tσq 12
∑
Y ∈σ |Y |(|X|−|Y |)−|σ|+1
∏
Y ∈σ
r|Y | = 1.
(4.2)
Equation (4.2) can be solved for rn — the desired two-edge connected reliability:
rn = 1−
∑
pi∈Π(V )
q
1
2
∑
X∈pi |X|(n−|X|)
∏
X∈pi
∑
σ∈Π(X)
σ 6={V }
(1− q)|σ|−1tσq 12
∑
Y ∈σ |Y |(|X|−|Y |)−|σ|+1
∏
Y ∈σ
r|Y |
(4.3)
A closer look at Equation (4.3) shows that the terms of the sums do not depend on the
blockX of pi and Y of σ, respectively, but only on the size of these blocks. Consequently,
we can reformulate the representation of rn as a sum ranging over integer partitions.
We use the following notation. For a positive integer n a partition of λ of n is a
nonincreasing sequence λ = (λ1, ..., λk) of positive integers such that
∑k
i=1 λi = n. The
notation λ ` n is used to indicate that λ is a partition of n. We denote by |λ| the
number of parts (terms) of the partition λ. Let ki be the number of parts of size i of
the partition λ. Then we use also the alternative notation λ = 1k12k2 · · ·nkn . Clearly,
we have
∑n
i=1 iki = n. We can naturally associate an integer partition λ ` n to a given
set partition pi ∈ Π({1, ..., n}) such that the parts of λ are the block sizes of pi. The
number of different set partitions of the set {1, ..., n} that have a given type, i.e. block
size distribution λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) = 1k12k2 ...nkn ` n is(
n
λ1, . . . , λk
)
1
k1!k2! · · · kn! . (4.4)
Here, the multinomial coefficient
(
n
λ1, ..., λk
)
gives the number of ways to distribute
the elements of the set {1, ..., n} among k distinguishable boxes, which correspond to
the blocks of the partition. However, if there are ki blocks of the same size i, then
these blocks are counted ki! times, which gives the second factor of Equation (4.4). In
the following, we use the abbreviations(
n
λ
)
=
(
n
λ1, . . . , λk
)
and kλ! = k1!k2! · · · kn!
Combining Equation (4.3) and the counting result (4.4) yields the theorem.
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n fn
1 1
2 0
3 1
4 10
5 253
6 11968
7 1047613
8 169181040
9 51017714393
10 29180467201536
11 32121680070545657
12 68867078000231169536
13 290155435185687263172693
14 2417761175748567327193407488
15 40013922635723692336670167608181
16 1318910073755307133701940625759574016
17 86729551061758147320531394991737463202865
18 11389816000566727619852550902806152473421021184
19 2989038296736481239338194817648575579437068744972529
20 1568078956445013890647644568262057100887945458628915560448
21 1644812758802688243505314915877342851860480476549596035222130989
22 3450076909378290536755042762644176962452701594892918671481015530160128
Tab. 4.1.: Number of two-edge connected graphs
The first non-zero coefficient of the polynomial in the variable p gives the number of
edge sets of minimum cardinality that ensure two-edge connectivity, that is edge sets
forming Hamiltonian cycles of the Kn.
Corollary 4.2.3 ([Tit14]). Substituting q = 1
2
and multiplying with 2
(
n
2
)
yields the
following recurrence equation for the number fn of two-edge connected graphs with n
vertices:
fn = 2
(
n
2
) 1−∑
λ`n
(
n
λ
)
1
kλ!
2
1
2
|λ|∑
i=1
λi(n−λi)
|λ|∏
i=1
∑
σ`λi
σ 6=(n)
(
λi
σ
)
tσ
kσ!2
1
2
|σ|∑
j=1
σj(λi−σj)
|σ|∏
j=1
fσj
 .
From this equation, we obtain the values given in Table 4.1. An alternative approach to
compute the number of two-edge connected graphs using the cycle index and inversion
techniques was presented by Hanlon and Robinson [HR82].
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4.3. Complete Bipartite Graphs
The definition of complete bipartite graphs can be found in Section 2.1.2. In this
section, we consider complete bipartite graphs Ks,t with s ≤ t. The graph K1,t is not
two-edge connected, which gives R2-ec(K1,t, p) = 0. In K2,t all edges are essential, which
yields R2-ec(K2,t, p) = p2t. In the following, we assume that X and Y are the partition
sets of the complete bipartite graph Ks,t such that |X| = s and |Y | = t.
4.3.1. Degree Distinction – K3,t
Theorem 4.3.1. The two-edge connected reliability of the complete bipartite graph K3,t
is given by
R2-ec(K3,t, p) = (3p
2 − 2p3)t − 3p2(p2q)t−1[t(2− p) + 1− p]. (4.5)
Proof. Let H = (X ∪ Y, F ) be the subgraph of K3,t induced by the set of operating
edges. Let the vertices in X be x, y and z and let Y = {u1, u2, . . . , ut}. For each vertex
in Y , at least two of the three incident edges have to be operating in order to ensure
two-edge connectivity. We perform the proof by case distinction with respect to the
degree of vertices of Y in H. The contribution of case i to the two-edge connected
reliability is denoted by Pi(s, t).
Case 1 At least two vertices of Y have degree three. Let j be the number of degree-3
vertices in Y , 2 ≤ j ≤ t. The graph H is two-edge connected if and only if each of the
remaining t− j vertices in Y has degree two, which yields
P1(3, t) =
t∑
j=2
(
t
j
)
p3j[3p2q]t−j
= [p3 + 3p2q]t − [3p2q]t − tp3[3p2q]t−1.
Case 2 Exactly one of the t vertices in Y has degree three. There are t possible
choices for this vertex. For each of the remaining t− 1 vertices in Y , we have exactly
3 possibilities to remove one edge to create a vertex of degree 2. The resulting graph
is not two-edge connected if and only if all t− 1 vertices are adjacent to the same pair
of vertices, say {x, y} ⊆ X, as z is then a pendant vertex. Hence we obtain
P2(3, t) = tp
3[p2q]t−1(3t−1 − 3).
Case 3 All vertices in Y have degree two. We have to make sure that all vertices in
X have at least two incident edges. There are two subcases, one without and one with
an articulation.
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Case 3.1 Choose j vertices of Y to be adjacent to x and y, then k vertices to be
adjacent to x and z such that the remaining t− j − k vertices are adjacent to y and z.
Then sum up with 1 ≤ j ≤ t− 2 and 1 ≤ k ≤ t− j − 1 so that there are no vertices of
degree one in X.
P3.1(3, t) = [p
2q]t
t−2∑
j=1
(
t
j
) t−j−1∑
k=1
(
t− j
k
)
.
Case 3.2 Choose j vertices of Y to be adjacent to, say x and y (three possibili-
ties), and the remaining t − j adjacent to y and z. Then y is an articulation. The
corresponding graph is two-edge connected if 2 ≤ j ≤ t− 2.
P3.2(3, t) = [p
2q]t · 3
t−2∑
j=2
(
t
j
)
.
Both cases are combined in the following way.
P3(3, t) = P3.1(3, t) + P3.2(3, t)
= [p2q]t(3t − 6t− 3)
Adding up the probabilities, we get
R2-ec(K3,t, p) = P1(3, t) + P2(3, t) + P3(3, t)
= [p3 + 3p2q]t − [3p2q]t − tp3[3p2q]t−1
+ tp3[p2q]t−1(3t−1 − 3)
+ [p2q]t(3t − 6t− 3).
Further simplification yields the result.
4.3.2. Counting Special Spanning Subgraphs
General Approach
We use the approach presented in Section 3.1.3 where U is the set of all spanning
subgraphs of a graph G. Let u be a vertex in Y . The vertex u has the degree s in the
graph Ks,t. The condition deg u ≥ 2 is necessary for a spanning subgraph of Ks,t to be
two-edge connected. Thus, we restrict the set U to a set U ′ of spanning subgraphs with
deg u ≥ 2 for all vertices u ∈ Y here. Then we define sets of spanning subgraphs of
the Ks,t in order to obtain the set of two-edge connected spanning subgraphs and thus
the two-edge connected reliability. We can also interpret U ′ as the event of realizing
a spanning subgraph of Ks,t where all vertices of Y have at least degree two. The
probability of this event is given by
Pr(U ′) =
(
s∑
i=2
(
s
i
)
piqs−i
)t
= (1− qs − spqs−1)t.
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Counting Special Spanning Subgraphs for K3,t
Equation (4.5) can be interpreted in a different way; here it is rearranged:
R2-ec(K3,t, p) = (p
3 + 3p2q)t − 3(p2q)t − 3tp3(p2q)t−1 − 6t(p2q)t
We mark all sets UI with some index I with a prime to take the degree condition into
accout. We can see the structure of Equation (3.12) and we get Pr(U ′) = (p3 + 3p2q)t.
Here the set U ′1 consists of spanning subgraphs with exactly one isolated vertex. This
is the case if all vertices in Y have degree two and all of them have the same two
neighbours and so Pr(U ′1) = 3(p2q)t. The set U ′2 contains a case where t− 1 vertices in
Y have degree two and the same neighbours and the t-th vertex in Y has degree three,
i.e. exactly one bridge occurs, with probability 3tp3(p2q)t−1. Furthermore, U ′2 contains
graphs with exactly two bridges where all vertices in Y have degree two, t− 1 of them
have the same neighbours, e.g. x and y, and the t-th vertex is adjacent to x and z,
for instance. The probability for this event is 6t(p2q)t. The sets U ′1 and U ′2 are disjoint
here (no inclusion–exclusion necessary). All other sets U ′b, U ′c, U ′d are empty.
Counting Special Spanning Subgraphs for K4,t
Theorem 4.3.2. The two-edge connected reliability of the complete bipartite graph K4,t
is given by
R2-ec(K4,t, p) = (p
4 + 4p3q + 6p2q2)t
− 4(p3q + 3p2q2)t + 6(p2q2)t
− 4tp(p3q + 3p2q2)t−1(p3 + 3p2q + 3pq2)
+ 24t(t− 1)(p2q2)t + 24t(t− 1)p3q(p2q2)t−1
+ 12tp3q(p2q2)t−1 + 6t(t− 1)(p3q)2(p2q2)t−2
+ 6tp4(p2q2)t−1 + 6t(p2q2)t
+ 12tpq(p2q2)t−1(p2 + 2pq)
− 6t(2t − 2t− 2)p3q(p2q2)t−1 − 12t(2t−1 − 2t)(p2q2)t
− 6(2t−1 − t− 1)(p2q2)t,
where q = 1− p.
Proof. The probability for the realization of a graph in U ′ is Pr(U ′) = (p4 + 4p3q +
6p2q2)t. We use the principle of inclusion–exclusion to get Pr(U ′a) = Pr(U ′1) + Pr(U ′2)−
Pr(U ′1 ∩ U ′2). As above Pr(U ′1) denotes the probability that in K4,t a graph of U ′1 is
realized and is given by
Pr(U ′1) = 4(p3q + 3p2q2)t − 6(p2q2)t.
There are four ways to select an isolated vertex of which all edges have to fail. Now
observe that (p3 +3p2q)t gives the probability that all vertices of Y have degree at least
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v
w
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y
Fig. 4.4.: U ′1: a graph with two isolated vertices is counted doubly.
two with the condition that one vertex of X is isolated. The last term of the equation
corrects the double counting in case we have two isolated vertices (see Figure 4.4 for
an example of this).
Next we extend the above result in order to compute Pr(U ′2). There are four possibilities
to choose a degree-one vertex of X and t ways to select its neighbour in Y , which gives
the first line of the equation. The next lines result again from inclusion–exclusion.
There are different cases with exactly two degree-one vertices that we have counted
twice (see Figure 4.5 for several examples). Consider, how many ways there are to
get two degree-one vertices. There is a case where both degree-one vertices have the
same neighbour u in Y , with three subcases (upper row of the figure). All vertices in
Y \{u} have the degree two because only four vertices in X are possible neighbours for
a vertex in Y . Furthermore, in this case two of the vertices in X have degree one and
are already neighbours of u. This yields the term 6t(p2q2)t−1(p2q2 + 2p3q + p4). If the
degree-one vertices have different neighbours u1 and u2 in Y (lower row of the figure),
then there are also three subcases. This leads to the term 6t(t− 1)(p2q2)t−2(4(p2q2)2 +
4p2q2p3q + (p3q)2). Summing up the probabilities yields:
Pr(U ′2) =4tp(p3q + 3p2q2)t−1(p3 + 3p2q + 3pq2)
− 6t(p2q2)t−1(p4 + 2p3q + p2q2)
− 6t(t− 1)(p2q2)t−2(4(p2q2)2 + 4p2q2p3q + (p3q)2).
Now for the case of U ′1∩U ′2, consider the following. There is at least one isolated vertex
and there is at least one vertex of degree one (see Figure 4.6). Let u be the neighbour
of the degree-one vertex (u ∈ Y ), u can have the degree two or three. Every vertex in
Y \ {u} has the degree two. The probability is 12t(p2q2)t−1(2p2q2 + p3q).
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Fig. 4.5.: U ′2: cases for double counting if the graph has two vertices of degree one.
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Fig. 4.6.: U ′1 ∩ U ′2: two cases with at least one degree-one and one isolated vertex.
We have U ′a = U ′1 ∪ U ′2 and therefore using the principle of inclusion-exclusion we get:
Pr(U ′a) = 4(p3q + 3p2q2)t − 6(p2q2)t
+ 4tp(p3q + 3p2q2)t−1(p3 + 3p2q + 3pq2)
− 6t(t− 1)(p2q2)t−2(4(p2q2)2 + 4p2q2p3q + (p3q)2)
− 12t(p2q2)t−1(2p2q2 + p3q).
The next set is U ′b = U ′2 ∩ U ′3 ∩ U ′4. The spanning subgraphs in this set all have at
least one bridge, but no vertex of degree one, and they are connected. Let u ∈ Y be
the vertex incident to a bridge in such a graph. There are two cases for this bridge (see
Figure 4.7). Either the bridge connects two two-edge connected subgraphs or there are
two adjacent bridges that have a common end vertex in Y . We get
Pr(U ′b) = 6t(2t − 2t− 2)(p2q2)t−1p3q + 12t(2t−1 − 2t)(p2q2)t.
Consider the set U ′c = U ′1 ∩ U ′3 ∩ U ′4. Graphs in this set are disconnected and have
no isolated vertices or bridges. So these graphs consist of more than one component,
namely exactly two for |X| = s = 4 (see Figure 4.8). We get the probability Pr(U ′c) =
6(2t−1 − t− 1)(p2q2)t.
The set U ′d is empty for the graphK4,t. Every graph in U ′ contains at least 2t edges. We
consider a graph of U ′ which is not connected, has no isolated or degree-one vertices, but
has a bridge. That means every component of this graph contains at least two vertices
of X. Since |X| = 4, there is only the possibility of two components containing two
vertices of X each. Because every vertex of X has at least the degree two (no isolated
and degree-one vertices), each of the two components has at least two vertices of Y .
Because of the two components, each vertex in Y has at most two neighbours, more
precisely exactly two neighbours. So, each component is two-edge connected. There
are no bridges in the graph, which is a contradiction.
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Fig. 4.7.: U ′b = U ′2 ∩ U ′3 ∩ U ′4, possible occurence of a bridge.
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Fig. 4.8.: U ′c = U ′1 ∩ U ′3 ∩ U ′4, more than one component, but no isolated vertices or bridges.
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4.4. Graphs with Restricted Path and Tree Width
4.4.1. Fan and Brecht-Colbourn Ladder
Both graph classes are taken from [Tan06] by Tanguy, where they were investigated
regarding the all-terminal reliability. Tanguy points out in this paper that the fan and
the Brecht-Colbourn ladder have the same all-terminal reliability. In the following, two
different ways of calculating their two-edge connected reliability are presented, which
also turns out to be the same for both graph classes.
Let Fn be the fan with n vertices and fn := R2-ec(Fn, p) and let Bn be the Brecht-
Colbourn ladder with n vertices and bn := R2-ec(Bn, p). Each fan and Brecht-Colbourn
ladder has 2n − 3 edges, four of them are essential, n − 4 are called outer edges and
n− 3 are called inner edges (see Figure 4.9).
Bn Fn
Fig. 4.9.: Brecht-Colbourn ladder and fan with edge characterization.
Theorem 4.4.1. The two-edge connected reliability of the fan as well as the Brecht-
Colbourn ladder can be calculated recursively by the following equation where an empty
sum by convention is set to zero.
fn = bn = p
3(1− p)
n−5∑
i=0
pifn−2−i + pn (4.6)
for n ≥ 4 with the initial condition f3 = b3 = p3. A direct method is the equation:
fn = bn = p
n
dn−4
2
e∑
j=0
(
n− 3− j
j
)
[p(1− p)]j. (4.7)
Proof. Equation (4.6) can be proved by decomposition which is shown in the following
section. The result of Equation (4.7) can be proved for the more general graph class
of two-paths and the proof is given in Section 4.4.2.
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Fig. 4.10.: Decomposition of the fan at the outer edges.
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Calculating the Two-Edge Connected Reliability with Decomposition
A decomposition at the outer edges of the fan leads to the result depicted in Figure 4.10.
Beginning with an outer edge adjacent to an essential edge, consecutive outer edges
are processed in the natural order. In each step the state of a single outer edge is
determined. If the edge is operating, then it may not be deleted in later steps, similar
to an essential edge (depicted in green). Thus, the inner edge g neighbouring the last
and the actual processed outer edge becomes irrelevant (see Remark 3.6.5).
In each step - when the processed edge fails - there is an articulation in the graph and
the calculation of the two-edge connected reliability can be traced to a fan with fewer
edges. This recursive approach leads to a sum with a linear number of summands and
yields the following formula which can be simplified to get the equation of the theorem.
fn = p
2 [p(1− p) fn−2+
p (p(1− p) fn−3+
p (p(1− p) fn−4+
. . .
p (p(1− p) f4+
p (p(1− p) f3 + p3) . . . )].
Regarding the Brecht-Colbourn ladder, the outer edges must be processed in the fol-
lowing order. Beginning with the first triangle, i.e. a subgraph isomorphic to K3, that
contains two essential edges, the first outer edge is contained in the triangle neighbour-
ing the first. Then the same considerations can be made leading to the same formula
(see Appendix A.3.1).
Bn
1
2
3
n− 6
n− 5
n− 4
Fig. 4.11.: Order in which the outer edges are processed.
4.4.2. Two-Paths
A Construction and Labelling Algorithm for a Two-Path P (2)n
In this section, an algorithm for constructing two-paths together with a labelling of
certain edges is described, following the paper [Rei13]. In general, k-paths were defined
by Proskurowski as subgraphs of a graph in [Pro84].
Definition 4.4.2. Let k be a positive integer. A k-path is a graph G = (V,E)
for which the following holds. The vertex set V can be decomposed into a sequence
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(X1, X2, . . . , X2r−1) of distinct subsets of V . The induced subgraphs G[Xi], i = 1, . . . , 2r−
1, are alternating (k + 1)-cliques and k-cliques of G and X2i = X2i−1 ∩ X2i+1 for
i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Note that in contrast to the definition by Proskurowski X1 and X2r−1
induce (k + 1)-cliques here.
Algorithm 8 Algorithm TwoPath(n,s)
Input: Integer n ≥ 4 and 0-1-sequence s of length n− 4
Output: Two-path G and table L with outer edges as indices and their labelling as
values (n− 4 entries)
G := K3
a := 2
b := 3
for v = 4 to n do
insert vertex v and edges {a, v}, {b, v} in G
if sv−3 = 0 then
if v < n then
L[{max (a, b), v}] := v − 3
end if
a := min (a, b)
else
if v < n then
L[{min (a, b), v}] := v − 3
end if
a := max (a, b)
end if
b := v
end for
return G,L
In the following, we investigate two-paths, i.e. k = 2. A triangle is a subgraph
isomorphic to K3 and r denotes the number of triangles in the two-path. Consequently,
a two-path can be obtained by glueing triangles along edges such that a triangle is
always glued at an essential edge and no edge is used twice in the glueing process. The
smallest two-path is the complete graph K3. The definition of a k-path implies that a
k-path of order n has
(
k+1
2
)
+ k(n− (k + 1)) edges. Let n be the number of vertices of
the two-path P (2)n . A two-path has 2n− 3 edges. Clearly, because of the construction,
every two-path is a two-tree. As any two-tree is outerplanar and therefore planar (see
[MJP06]), a two-path is a planar graph. The two-path can be embedded in the plane
such that all its inner faces are triangles.
Assuming an embedding of a two-path P (2)n with this property, we call all edges border-
ing the outer face outer edges of P (2)n . All other edges are inner edges. A two-path has
n outer edges and n− 3 inner edges. In every two-path of order at least four, there are
exactly four essential outer edges, namely those edges incident to a degree-two vertex.
The algorithm TwoPath generates a two-path together with a labelling of the outer
edges. The input of the algorithm is an integer n ≥ 4 and a 0-1-sequence s of length
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n− 4 describing the “shape” of the two-path. The vertex set of the generated two-path
is {1, . . . , n}.
We will prove that the two-edge connected reliability of a two-path where all edges
have identical reliability p depends only on its order but not on its shape. In order
to derive this result, we analyze the two-paths generated with the algorithm TwoPath
and the labellings of these graphs.
Lemma 4.4.3. Let G be a two-path of order n. Then a binary sequence s of length
n − 4 exists such that the graph generated by the algorithm TwoPath with the input
parameters n and s is isomorphic to G.
Proof. Let G = (V,E) be a given two-path with vertex set V = {1, . . . , n}. We assume
that the vertices of G are numbered in such a way that
1. X1 = {1, 2, 3} and deg 1 = 2,
2. (X1, . . . , X2r−1) is the defining sequence of the vertex set of the two-path according
to Definition 4.4.2.
3. For j = 4, . . . , n, j ∈ X2j−5 holds and j /∈ Xl for l < 2j − 5.
The first condition describes the vertex set {1, 2, 3} of the initial clique of the two-path,
where 1 is a degree-two vertex. The third condition means that the vertices appear the
first time in the sets X1, X2, . . . with respect to their natural order. If the conditions
are not satisfied, then a suitable bijection ψ : V → {1, . . . , n} produces an isomorphic
graph satisfying the conditions.
During the construction there are two ways of appending a new triangle, namely at
one of the two essential edges incident to the vertex with the highest labelling. Let vi
be the common vertex of the triangles G[X2i+1] and G[X2i+5], i.e. {vi} = X2i+1∩X2i+5
for i = 0, . . . , r− 3 = n− 5. According to Definition 4.4.2, vi is a single vertex because
X2i+1∩X2i+3 = X2i+2 andX2i+3∩X2i+5 = X2i+4. The subgraphsG[X2i+2] andG[X2i+4]
are a K2 each and have exactly one vertex in common since they are part of the same
triangle G[X2i+3].
Consider the subgraph containing exclusively the cliques induced by X1, . . . , X2i+5.
Then there is a vertex of degree two in X2i+5, which also has the maximum labelling
number in the subgraph (according to condition 3). Let that number be the positive
integer d (5 ≤ d ≤ n). Then vi has one of the two labellings shown in Figure 4.12.
The sequence s is constructed in the following way. Starting with i = 1, define the
next list element as zero if vi = d− 3 and as one if vi = d− 2, or with i = 1, . . . , n− 4
in more formal notation:
si =
{
0, if vi = min{X2i+1 ∩X2i+3},
1, otherwise.
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vi = d− 2 d
d− 1
vi = d− 3 d− 1
d
d− 2
Fig. 4.12.: Two possible labellings for the vertex vi (Lemma 4.4.3).
We obtain a binary sequence of length n − 4, as required for the algorithm TwoPath.
We can now verify that the algorithm reproduces the given two-path. In the case n = 3,
we use the empty sequence s = () as an input.
Remark 4.4.4. Two two-paths of order n that are generated with the algorithm TwoPath
might be isomorphic, even if obtained with different binary sequences s and s′.
Lemma 4.4.5. Let G be a two-path generated with the algorithm TwoPath. If {u, z}
and {z, w} are two outer edges with consecutive labels j and j + 1, then the common
vertex z of these edges is a vertex of degree three in G.
Proof. The edge {u, z} has the label j with j = z − 3. Now consider the step of the
algorithm TwoPath when the vertex z is added. The next triangle is appended to an
edge of the form {a, b} and the new vertex is called v. Assume, that a = u and b = x
with the vertex set X2j−5 = {u, x, z} of the new triangle. Recall that the edge {u, z}
is labelled with j. In the case of u < x, the statement sj = 1 holds, otherwise (u > x)
sj = 0 is true. For the next traversal of the for-loop, a is set to x and b is set to z in
both cases. The degree of z is two. Now v is set to w, i.e. w is added to the graph
together with the edges {z, w} and {x,w}. After this, z has the degree three (see left
side of Figure 4.13).
The edge {z, w} receives the label j + 1 and x < z holds. As a side note, this yields
sj+1 = 0 by following the corresponding statements of the algorithm backwards. Fol-
lowing the algorithm further forwards now, a is set to x and b is set to w. A new vertex
together with edges connecting it to x and w is added. The next values of a and b are
always taken from the set {a, b, v} and the next v cannot be a vertex of the graph at
the former step as it is a new vertex with maximal labelling. So, the vertex z is never
again taken into account in the following steps of the algorithm, i.e. its degree is not
altered and deg z = 3 holds in the final graph.
Lemma 4.4.6. Let G be a two-path generated with the algorithm TwoPath. If {u, z}
and {w, x} are two non-adjacent outer edges that are labelled consecutively, then these
two edges are contained in an edge cut of cardinality three of G. Furthermore, the third
edge in the edge cut is an inner edge {z, x} adjacent to both outer edges.
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 4.4.5, the algorithm TwoPath was explored for sj+1 = 0
for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 5. The actual triangle at that step corresponds to the vertex
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Fig. 4.13.: Constructed structures in the algorithm TwoPath for Lemma 4.4.5 on the left and for
Lemma 4.4.6 on the right.
set {u, x, z} where a = u, b = x and v = z. In the next step, the vertex w is added
together with the edges {z, w} and {x,w}. We know that the edge {x,w} is given the
label j + 1. This together with x < z yields the value sj+1 = 1.
Now the values of a and b are updated: a := z and b := w. So, the vertex, which is
added next, will not affect the vertices u and x, i.e. no further edge incident to u or
x will be added. After executing this step, we know that the graph contains the edges
{u, z} and {x, z} as well as {x,w}. Also, there will be no edges from the part of the
graph constructed before adding u and x to the newly constructed part after adding
z and w because of the construction (a and b are taken from the set {a, b, v} and v is
entirely new). This means that the edges {u, z}, {x, z} and {x,w} form an edge cut
of cardinality three. For a visualization of the structure see the right side of Figure
4.13.
Fig. 4.14.: Two-paths with 14 vertices. All have the same two-edge connected reliability.
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Two-Edge Connected Reliability
Theorem 4.4.7. For a two-path P (2)n with n vertices, n ≥ 4, the two-edge connected
reliability is
R2-ec(P
(2)
n , p) =
dn−4
2
e∑
j=0
(
n− 3− j
j
)
(1− p)jp2jpn−4−jp4
= pn
dn−4
2
e∑
j=0
(
n− 3− j
j
)
[p(1− p)]j.
Proof. We assume that {e1, . . . , en−4} is the set of non-essential outer edges of P (2)n
numbered according to the construction in above. The state of the set of outer edges
is coded as a word W = x1x2 . . . xn−4 over the alphabet {0, 1} with
xi =
{
1, if ei is operating,
0, otherwise.
We show that consecutively labelled outer edges must not fail simultaneously to assure
two-edge connectivity. Let {u, z} and {z, w} be such two edges for the case that they
have a common end vertex. Then by Lemma 4.4.5 the vertex z has degree three. Hence,
if both edges fail, this yields deg z = 1. In the other case, let {u, z} and {w, x} be two
consecutively labelled outer edges with no vertex in common. When they both fail, by
Lemma 4.4.6, their common neighbouring edge {x, z} becomes a bridge. Non-essential
outer edges, which are not labelled consecutively, may fail together without destroying
the two-edge connectivity of the graph.
Consider the case that no outer edge has failed, i.e. the word containing only ones.
That means no outer edge has failed. All vertices together with all outer edges form a
Hamiltonian cycle. With only these edges the graph is two-edge connected. Hence, all
inner edges are irrelevant (see Remark 3.6.5).
Denote the number of failed outer edges by j. Consider a word w = x1x2 . . . xn−4
containing some non-consecutive zeros. The corresponding non-essential outer edges in
the graph have failed. Let i be the smallest index such that xi = 0. Then ei = {u, z} is a
failed outer edge. As {u, z} is contained in a triangle, there are two adjacent inner edges
{x, u} and {x, z}. In the Hamiltonian cycle considered first, there are two edge disjoint
u-z-paths, namely one direct path across the edge {u, z} and the other around the cycle
containing all the other outer edges. The failed outer edge {u, z} is now substituted
by a path described by the sequence of vertices and edges (u, {x, u}, x, {x, z}, z). That
means the graph is still two-edge connected after the substitution. This procedure can
be performed with every failed outer edge which is found by taking the next zero from
the word. There are exactly n−2j−3 inner edges not considered in such substitutions.
They are all irrelevant because the graph containing the operating outer edges and the
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inner edges from the procedure is already two-edge connected. For an example, see
Figure 4.15.
To finally compute the two-edge connected reliability, all possible words coding the
states of non-essential outer edges must be counted. The j failed outer edges are coded
by j zeros in the word W with 0 ≤ j ≤ dn−4
2
e. There are n − 4 non-essential outer
edges in total. So the word contains n − 4 − j ones. Because zeros may not appear
in pairs, each one of them can be inserted at a position between two ones or at the
beginning of the sequence of ones or at its end. Hence, there are n−4− j+ 1 positions
of which j are chosen. This yields the simple binomial coefficient
(
n−4−j+1
j
)
=
(
n−3−j
j
)
.
Because all edges fail stochastically independently, we may now multiply the edge
probabilities for a given word (corresponding to a set of states of the graph) and sum
them up. For every word, there are j failed non-essential outer edges with probability
1 − p each, and the operating edges consist of 2j inner edges (two for every failed
outer edge), n− 4− j non-essential outer edges and four essential outer edges with the
probability p each. This yields the term given in the theorem.
1
2
34
5
6
7
8
9
10
Fig. 4.15.: Example two-path with 14 vertices and labelled outer edges. The failing edges are coded
by the word 1101011010. Failed outer edges are dotted. Irrelevant inner edges are dashed.
Corollary 4.4.8. Theorem 4.4.7 together with Equation 3.4 from page 16 implies the
following statement. Let G and H be two-paths of order n, n ≥ 3. Then for any given
positive integer k, the number of spanning two-edge connected subgraphs of size k of G
equals the number of spanning two-edge connected subgraphs of size k of H.
4.4.3. Algorithm for Two-Trees
General Approach and Algorithm
General ideas for algorithms on graphs of restricted path/tree width are given in [Tit10]
by Tittmann. There, a tree decomposition of a graph G = (V,E) is described and an
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Fig. 4.16.: Examples for two-trees
efficient algorithm can be applied to it. We will only outline the main ideas here and
show our result for the two-edge connected reliability of two-trees. This idea also works
for partial two-trees because we could set some edge probabilities to zero.
We traverse the graph with restricted tree width through the nodes of a tree corre-
sponding to its tree decomposition. Two-trees are traversed through their triangles.
We have different calculation steps that are described later. We define a set of states
where each state (i, x) has an index i and a value x. The set of states is transformed
in each step of the algorithm. Let u, v, w be the vertices of a triangle of the two-tree.
In our case, the index consists of the connectivity of the two vertices u and v in the
part that has been visited already. There are three possibilties for this:
• There is no path connecting u and v in the part of the graph that has been visited
already (u|v).
• There is exactly one u-v path (u− v).
• Both u and v are in the same two-edge connected component, i.e. there are at
least two edge disjoint u-v paths (u = v).
The value of an index is the probability of the realization of the index in the current
algorithm step. We have the indices u|v, u−v, u = v and their values Pu|v, Pu−v, Pu=v.
New values in each algorithm are marked with a prime, e.g. P ′u−v.
In the following, we will restrict the consideration to simple two-trees for brevity. A
simple two-tree is a two-tree such that each edge is contained in at most two triangles.
The algorithm is executed as follows. A root vertex is chosen arbitrarily from the
set of degree-two vertices. This vertex is processed as the last vertex. We perform
a beginning step at a vertex of degree two. In every step, indices and corresponding
probabilities for the current triangle u, v, w are computed and stored. Then the vertex
w is deleted. Then the next degree-two vertex and its corresponding triangle are chosen
and either a beginning step, an intermediate step, or a branching step is executed. If
the root is reached, the two-edge connected reliability is computed while executing the
end step. All edges are marked as visited or unvisited to keep track of what part of the
graph has already been visited. The flowchart in Figure 4.17 shows the general process
of the algorithm.
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START
determine root
get next triangle
calculation step
root reached?
end step
STOP
No
Yes
root
u
vw
e
Fig. 4.17.: Flowchart of the algorithm for simple two-trees. In each step, a triangle with vertices
u, v, w is processed.
Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show all possible indices for u, v grouped by the state of
the edge e (operating: e or failed: e¯).
u ve
u− v ∧ e
u ve
u = v ∧ e
Fig. 4.18.: Indices with e operating: u− v on the left and u = v on the right.
We denote the edge {v, w} by f . In Table 4.2, the calculation steps are listed, each
one with its condition. Then the new indices u|v, u − v and u = v are shown and
how they are created from the former indices. For example, if we arrive at a branching
step, we have stored information for both edges {u,w} and {v, w}. One possibility to
obtain the index u − v in this step is abbreviated as u = w ∧ v|w ∧ e. This means:
u and w are two-edge connected in the part of the graph that has been processed
u ve¯
u|v ∧ e¯
u ve¯
u− v ∧ e¯
u ve¯
u = v ∧ e¯
Fig. 4.19.: Indices with e failed: u|v on the left, u− v in the middle and u = v on the right.
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Beginning step
condition: {u,w} and {v, w} unvisited
index u|v index u− v index u = v
– u = w ∧ e¯ ∧ f u = w ∧ e ∧ f
Intermediate step
condition: {u,w} visited {v, w} unvisited (shown here) as well as {u,w} unvisited
{v, w} visited (analogue, therefore not shown here)
index u|v index u− v index u = v
u = w ∧ e ∧ f¯ u = w ∧ e¯ ∧ f
u− w ∧ e¯ ∧ f
u = w ∧ e ∧ f
u− w ∧ e ∧ f
Branching step
condition: {u,w} and {v, w} both visited
index u|v index u− v index u = v
u = w ∧ v|w ∧ e¯
u|w ∧ v = w ∧ e¯
u = w ∧ v|w ∧ e
u|w ∧ v = w ∧ e
u = w ∧ v − w ∧ e¯
u− w ∧ v = w ∧ e¯
u− w ∧ v − w ∧ e¯
u = w ∧ v = w ∧ e
u = w ∧ v = w ∧ e¯
u = w ∧ v − w ∧ e
u− w ∧ v = w ∧ e
u− w ∧ v − w ∧ e
End step
condition: u or v is the root
index u|v index u− v index u = v
– – u = w ∧ v = w ∧ e
u = w ∧ v = w ∧ e¯
Tab. 4.2.: Steps, conditions and indices of the algorithm for simple two-trees. The edge f is {v, w}.
already. Furthermore, v and w are in different two-edge connected components and e
is operating. Table 4.3 shows the corresponding probabilities. The last value in the
table is also the value of the two-edge connected reliability polynomial of the simple
two-tree.
For general two-trees, the approach is analogue to that of simple two-trees, but there
are more indices. We have to take into account if the edge e = {u, v} is operating and
reflect this in different indices. There is an additional step (allocating step) to cope
with the case where e is contained in more than two triangles. There are five possible
operating indices u − v ∧ e, u = v ∧ e, u|v ∧ e¯, u − v ∧ e¯ and u = v ∧ e¯. The index
u|v ∧ e is impossible because e is a u-v path in itself. We can set up tables similar to
those above. This is omitted here since it is rather lengthy, but gives few information
for the reader.
The principle method that we use here is the same as in Section 3.5.1, with the difference
that it is applied repeatedly to a tree decomposition of a graph. For general graphs, the
emerging structures at the separating vertex sets that set appart the visited from the
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step P ′u|v P
′
u−v P
′
u=v
beginning 0 p2(1− p) = p2 − p3 p3
intermediate (1− p)2Pu=w p(1 − p)(Pu−w +
2Pu=w)
p2(Pu−w + Pu=w)
branching (1 − p)(Pu=w · Pv|w +
Pu|w · Pv=w)
p(Pu=w · Pv|w + Pu|w ·
Pv=w)+(1−p)(Pu=w ·
Pv−w +Pu−w ·Pv=w +
Pu−w · Pv−w)
Pu=w ·Pv−w+p(Pu=w ·
Pv−w +Pu−w ·Pv=w +
Pu−w · Pv−w)
end – – p2(Pu=v + Pu−v)
Tab. 4.3.: Steps and index probabilities of the algorithm for simple two-trees.
unvisted part of the graph are the forests with labelled and unlabelled nodes that we
described earlier. See also the paper of Lucet et al. [LMC00] where such an algorithm
is shown in detail for the two-edge connected reliability of graphs with restricted path
width. Precursors of this paper that presented a similar algorithm for the all-terminal
reliability are [CL96], [HLL05], [LM97] and [ML97].
We close with some references to further literature. Bodlaender shows algorithms
for optimization problems on graphs with restricted tree width and their complexity
[Bod88]. Furthermore, Arnborg in [Arn85] as well as Arnborg and Proskurowski in
[AP89] describe algorithms for partial k-trees. A generalization of the method, which
is called composition, was presented by Pönitz in his doctoral thesis [PT01].
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5. Bounds and Approximations
5.1. Bounds for the All-Terminal Reliability and their
Extension to Two-Edge Connected Reliability
Colbourn gives a nice overview of bounds of several reliability measures in [Col87]. For
the all-terminal reliability polynomial (all edge probabilities equal), there are simple,
BBST and Kruskal-Katona bounds in ascending order of accuracy. These bounds will
be applied to the two-edge connected reliability in the following and their practicability
will be discussed.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph of order n and size m. We begin with a very simple upper
bound where we use the pathset representation of the two-edge connected reliability
polynomial. We get the bound by replacing all coefficients ni by their upper bound
(
m
i
)
(i = n, . . . ,m). The bound is tight only for cycles which have R2-ec(Cn, p) = pn. This
holds because for graphs of size m > n, if we take a spanning tree of the graph and
add one edge, this contributes to the
(
m
i
)
states, but it corresponds to a failed state.
Van Slyke and Frank [VSF71] gave simple bounds that take a similar approach for
the all-terminal reliability, but they keep some exact coefficients. We reformulate their
result for the two-edge connected reliability polynomial.
Theorem 5.1.1. The following inequalities give an upper and a lower bound of the
two-edge connected reliability polynomial of a graph G = (V,E) of order n and size m.
R2-ec(G, p) ≤ nnpn(1− p)m−n +
m∑
i=n+1
(
m
i
)
pi(1− p)m−i, (5.1)
R2-ec(G, p) ≥ nnpn(1− p)m−n + nm−λ+1pm−λ+1(1− p)λ−1 +
m∑
i=m−λ+2
(
m
i
)
pi(1− p)m−i.
(5.2)
Proof. For the upper bound we replace all coefficients ni but one by their upper bound(
m
i
)
. If the coefficients ni for n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ m−λ are replaced by their lower bound zero,
we get the lower bound. The coefficents ni =
(
m
i
)
for m − λ + 2 ≤ i ≤ m are exact
because a two-edge connected graph stays two-edge connected if we delete λ− 2 edges
or fewer.
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The corresponding coefficients for the all-terminal reliability in [VSF71] could be com-
puted efficiently. However, here we have the problem that the coefficient nn is the
number of Hamilton cycles of the graph and the coefficient nm−λ+1 = cλ−1 is the num-
ber of cutsets of minimum cardinality. It can be obtained from the number of the edge
cuts of minimum cardinality by leaving out one edge and enumerating all such possi-
bilities. However, counting minimum cardinality s-t edge cuts for two given vertices s
and t of the graph is already in #P (see [PB83]). So, no efficient algorithm is known
for cλ−1. The coefficients might be approximated by rational approximation schemes,
but then, the whole polynomial can be approximated in this way as we will see later.
Colbourn points out in [Col87] that we need knowledge of the combinatorial structure
of the operational subgraphs in order to bound the coefficients ni successfully. The
concept of coherence helps us in the following. This concept means that, given a prob-
abilistic graph with stochastically independently failing edges, the failure of one edge
cannot render a failed state operational. This is true in terms of k-edge connectivity
for k ≥ 1 since according to Menger’s theorem when deleting one edge, there might
be fewer disjoint paths between two vertices, but not more. In other words, every
supergraph of a k-edge connected subgraph is also k-edge conencted.
Like in Section 3.1.1, given a graph G = (V,E), we define the F -complex of G as the
set F = {F1, . . . , Fr} where each F ∈ F is an edge subset of G and the following
holds. The spanning subgraph (V,E \ F ) of G is operational (in our case: two-edge
connected). The F -complex is a hereditary family of sets, i.e. for all F ∈ F : if S ∈ F
and S ′ ⊆ S, then S ′ ∈ F . Thus, a hereditary family of sets corresponds to a coherent
graph.
Counting all F ∈ F of cardinality i as a coefficient fi gives us the F -vector (f0, . . . , fm−n)
that contains the coefficients of the F -form of the two-edge connected reliability poly-
nomial (see Equation 3.6 on page 17). Thus, the set F contains all complements of
pathsets of G.
To obtain a bound for our two-edge connected reliability polynomial, we bound the
coefficients fi−1 depending on fi. Some of the (i−1)-sets (i.e. sets of cardinality i−1) in
F must be contained in some i-sets in F . In other words, some operational subgraphs
(corresponding to an (i−1)-set) stay operational if we delete an edge (corresponding to
an i-set). This follows from the coherence property. The minimum number of (i− 1)-
sets that are contained in i-sets is a lower bound of fi−1. This minimization problem is
well-known and was first studied by Sperner in 1928 [Spe28]. We will show the result
here and also the nice short proof by Colbourn.
Theorem 5.1.2 (originally [Spe28], cited from [Col87] for reliability formulation).
The coefficients of the F -vector (f0, . . . , fm−n) fulfil the following inequality for 1 ≤ i ≤
m− n.
fi−1 ≥ i
m− i+ 1fi. (5.3)
Proof, [Col87]. Let Si = {F ∈ F||F | = i} be the subset of F where all sets S ∈ Si
have cardinality i. By deleting each element of each S ∈ Si once, we get a family of
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i · fi sets that all have cardinality i − 1. Because of the coherence, all of them are
included in Si−1. Consider now the viewpoint from the sets of Si−1. Each set S ∈ Si−1
can be repeated at most m− (i− 1) times in the family we generated above, i.e. one
for each edge not appearing in S. This gives us the inequality
i · fi ≤ (m− i+ 1)fi−1
and the theorem follows.
Bauer, Boesch, Suffel, and Tindell [BBST85] observe that the inequality of Theo-
rem 5.1.2 has the following interpretation. The fraction of operational subgraphs of
order i over all subgraphs of order i is non-decreasing as i increases. This can be used
to improve the simple bounds which we apply for the two-edge connected reliability
polynomial.
Theorem 5.1.3 ([BBST85], reformulation for the two-edge connected reliability). The
BBST bounds for the two-edge connected reliability polynomial of a graph G of order n
and size m are:
R2-ec(G, p) ≥
λ−2∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
pm−i(1− p)i + fλ−1pm−(λ−1)(1− p)λ−1 (5.4)
+
m−n∑
i=λ
fm−n
(
m
i
)(
m
m−n
)pm−i(1− p)i
R2-ec(G, p) ≤
λ−2∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
pm−i(1− p)i (5.5)
+
m−n−1∑
i=λ−1
fλ−1
(
m
i
)(
m
λ−1
)pm−i(1− p)i + fm−npn(1− p)m−n
Considering coefficients that must be known, we have the same obstacle as before since
fm−n = nn and fλ−1 = nm−λ+1. Since this is given for the next kind of bounds, too, we
will only describe them in a short way. Following the notation in [Col87] we represent
the set of operating edges by a binary vector with m elements (0 for a failed edge, 1 for
an operating edge). Let a1, . . . , ak be a sequence of positive integers such that ai = j if
there is a one at the position j in such a vector. Let r be a positive integer such that
r =
(
ak
k
)
+
(
ak−1
k − 1
)
+ · · ·+
(
a1
1
)
.
Then (ak, . . . , a1) is the k-canonical vector of r. The (i, k)-th lower pseudo-power of r
is given by
ri/k :=
(
ak
i
)
+
(
ak−1
i− 1
)
+ · · ·+
(
a1
i− k + 1
)
.
Given the F -vector of an F -complex F as above, we can phrase the Kruskal-Katona
theorem which states for 1 ≤ k ≤ m− n:
fk−1 ≥ f (k−1/k)k . (5.6)
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The original sources of this theorem are [Kru63] by Kruskal and [Kat68] by Katona
who proved it independently from each other. A proof can be found in [Col87].
Theorem 5.1.4 ([Col87], reformulation for the two-edge connected reliability). The
Kruskal-Katona bounds for the two-edge connected reliability polynomial of a graph G
of order n and size m are:
R2-ec(G, p) ≥
λ−2∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
pm−i(1− p)i + fλ−1pm−λ+1(1− p)λ−1 (5.7)
+
m−n∑
i=λ
f
(i/m−n)
m−n p
m−i(1− p)i
R2-ec(G, p) ≤
λ−2∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
pm−i(1− p)i (5.8)
+
m−n−1∑
i=λ−1
f
(i/λ−1)
λ−1 p
m−i(1− p)i + fm−npn(1− p)m−n
Exemplary plots of the two-edge connected reliability polynomial function and the
aforementioned bounds can be found in Appendix A.5.2.
5.2. Further Ideas for Bounding the Two-Edge
Connected Reliability
If we contract an edge, the graph stays two-edge connected. In this way, an upper
bound for the two-edge connected reliability can be obtained. We assume that all
edges are operating with the probability p. The contraction of multiple edges assumes
that their end vertices are two-edge connected and is therefore equivalent to setting
the edge probabilities of the multiple edges to one if k ≥ 2. In a multigraph, we can
contract all edges with multiplicity k greater than two. The probability that at least
k−1 of them fail is (1−p)k +kp(1−p)k−1. This probability as a function of p for fixed
k has the value 1 for p = 0 and 0 for p = 1 and it is strictly decreasing. The negative
slope gets higher the more k increases. Thus, the error when contracting the multiple
edges gets neglible for high values of k.
We can also obtain bounds through the application of splitting techniques from Sec-
tion 3.5.2. Refering to Equation 3.33, we get the result
R2-ec(G) ≥ R2-ec(G1) ·R2-ec(G2),
by leaving out states where not both G1 and G2 are two-edge connected, but G is. If
we take into account that R2-ec(G2uv) ≥ R2-ec(G2) and insert it into the inequality, we
get
R2-ec(G) ≥ R2-ec(G1) ·R2-ec(G2uv).
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We can obtain an analogue result if we interchange G1 and G2. Another result where
we leave out several states is
R2-ec(G) ≤ R2-ec(G1uv) ·R2-ec(G2uv),
which is the probability that G1 with u and v merged is two-edge connected and the
same is true for G2.
5.3. Approximation of the Two-Edge Connected
Reliability
Karger suggests a randomized fully polynomial time approximation scheme for the all-
terminal reliability polynomial in his paper [Kar99]. The scheme can be extended to the
k-edge connected reliability polynomial. The difficulty of the problem of approximating
the all-terminal reliability was shown by Provan and Ball [PB83]. They stated that the
approximation within a relative error  is also #P-complete where the error parameter
 is part of the input and exponentially small. If we set  as a constant, we get
a polynomial approximation scheme (PAS) where the running time depends on the
problem size n. The error parameter  is the performance measure. The goal is to get
a running time polynomial in n for fixed . We get a fully polynomial approximation
scheme (FPAS) if the running time is polynomial in n and also polynomial in 1/.
When introducing randomization, we get a PRAS/FPRAS where an -approximation
is provided with a probability of at least 3/4 when performing the algorithm once and
1− 1/n or even 1− 1/2n when repeating the algorithm comparatively few times.
Karger states the reliability problem for large q in the shape of a boolean formula in
disjunctive normal form where each variable stands for the state of an edge (true for
failed, false for operational) and the boolean variables are true with a given probability
(i.e. the failure probability of an edge). For small q, Monte-Carlo simulation is used,
i.e. we let edges fail independently with probability q and determine if the graph is
operational. The reliability is approximated by the fraction of steps with an operational
state against all steps. The interesting result is the following: There is an FPRAS for
the probability that the graph is not k-edge connected (1−Rk-ec(G)). See [Kar99] for
a more detailed description.
Another paper by Xiong and Gong [XG05] describes an approximation of the all-
terminal reliability R(p) that does not only give several values for given p, but a
polynomial in p. Simulations are time consuming since there is a large sample space.
This is why they use different approximation methods for different values of p and put
them together in the end. They define region 1 with p ≈ 1 where simple asymptotic
formulas are available. Region 2 with p ≈ 0 calls for Monte-Carlo simulation. Region
3 is the part with 0  p  1. The basic idea is to get information analytically for
region 1 and numerically for region 2, then approximate the reliability function through
rational approximants which have fast convergence in region 3 using this information.
The result is a closed formula for the reliability function. If we can extend this result to
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thw two-edge connected reliability, is yet unkown. However, this is a good the starting
point for further research.
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6. Conclusion
In this thesis, an overview over reliability measures for probabilistic graphs is given.
The main emphasis is on the two-edge connected reliability and mainly the correspond-
ing polynomial where all edges have the same probability to fail. We give the algorithms
enumeration and decomposition with an exponential complexity for general graphs. To
accerlate the computation, several reduction are presented. The chapter about path-
sets contains a characterization of irrelevant edges. Such an approach has not been
done before to the best of our knowledge. We also give algorithms that are polynomial
for certain graph classes, namely splitting methods for graphs with restricted path and
tree width. In some cases, even explicit formulas could be obtained, e.g. for two-trees.
This is a result that evolved through the investigation of more special graph classes
fans and Brecht-Colbourn ladders. Bounds and approximations have been studied and
the results from the literature for all-terminal reliability are applied to the two-edge
connected reliability. However, there is still need for further research. An extensive
appendix with many figures and tables gives the reader a vivid impression of the graph
classes and results. As an outlook, there are several other reliability measures that can
be studied. For example, not much is known about the k-vertex connected reliabil-
ity. Another possible topic is the reachability regarding higher connectivity of directed
graphs.
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7. Thesis Statements
Reliability measures have been studied widely in the literature. However, not much for
probability of higher connectivity of probabilistic graphs. In this thesis, the two-edge
and k-edge connected reliability are investigated.
Some, but not all approaches for the all-terminal reliability, an extensively studied
reliability measure, can be applied here. Furthermore, new structural results are pre-
sented.
The forest structure arising during splitting methods is described in detail and the
correctness of the generating algorithm is proved.
Regarding the characterization of edges as essential and irrelevant, one main result
is the finding of necessary and sufficient conditions for irrelevant and essential edges.
Since irrelevant edges can be deleted without changing the reliability, this result can
be applied in future implementations.
Because of the complexity of finding the two-edge connected reliability, simple algo-
rithms like enumeration and decompostion are not efficient. This thesis addresses this
problem by presenting reduction methods and bounds for general graphs as well as
algorithms and explicit formulas for graph classes.
Formulae for the two-edge connected reliability of the graph classes k-cycles, wheels
and bipartite wheels among others are shown and proved.
A new explicit formula was found for fans and Brecht-Colbourn ladders, which could
also be extended to two-paths.
Alongside the known algorithms for graphs of restricted path and tree width from the
literature, an algorithm for two-trees is described.
Bounding the two-edge connected reliability can be done with different approaches.
The extension of the known bounds (simple, BBST, Kruskal-Katona bounds) for the
all-terminal reliability to the two-edge connected reliability is shown, but unfortunatelly
not efficient.
Approximation methods from the literature are adressed shortly. Further research in
this area seems promising.
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R2-ec(G) two-edge connected reliability of G, page 16
R2-ec(G, p) two-edge connected reliability polynomial of G, page 16
ri/k (i, k)-th lower pseudo-power of r, page 87
RK(G) K-terminal reliability of G, page 15
Rk-ec(G) k-edge connected reliability, page 18
Rk-ec(G, p) k-edge connected reliability polynomial, page 18
rn two-edge connected reliability polynomial of the complete graph with n
vertices, page 60
Rst(G) two-terminal reliability of G, page 15
Sn star graph with n vertices, page 5
tσ number of spanning trees of H[X, σ], page 61
Tn tree with n vertices, page 4
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U set of all spanning subgraphs of a graph, page 19
U ′ subset of U with special condition, page 65
U0 family of all necklaces, page 55
U1 subset of U with graphs with at least one isolated vertex, page 19
U2 subset of U with graphs with at least one vertex of degree one, page 19
U3 subset of U with graphs with at least one bridge, page 19
U4 subset of U with disconnected graphs, page 19
U5 subset of U with two-edge connected graphs, page 19
Ua subset of U with graphs with at least one isolated vertex or at least one
vertex of degree one, page 19
Ub subset of U with connected graphs with a bridge, but no degree-one
vertex, page 19
Uc subset of U with disconnected graphs having no isolated vertices and no
bridges, page 20
Ud subset of U with disconnected graphs with at least one bridge, having
neither isolated vertices nor vertices of degree one, page 20
Umin family of all minimally two-edge connected graphs, page 55
u− v operating state with λG(u, v) = 1, page 25
u = v operating state with λG(u, v) = 0, page 25
WX set of forests with labelled and unlabelled nodes for a separating vertex
set X, page 31
Wn wheel graph with n vertices, page 5
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A. Appendix
A.1. Transformation of the Two-Edge Connected
Reliability Polynomial
Here, an exemplary transformation of the simple form to the H-form is given (Equa-
tion (3.11) on page 18). We use index shifting and apply q = 1 − p as well as the
binomial theorem. Furthermore, a binomial coefficient
(
n
k
)
is equal to zero for k > n
which allows us to adjust the index of the sum and interchange the summations.
R2-ec(G, p) =
m∑
i=n
aip
i =
m−n∑
i=0
ai+np
i+n = pn
m−n∑
i=0
ai+np
i = pn
m−n∑
i=0
ai+n(1− q)i
= pn
m−n∑
i=0
ai+n
i∑
l=0
(
i
l
)
(−1)lql = pn
m−n∑
i=0
m∑
l=0
(
i
l
)
(−1)lai+nql
= pn
m∑
l=0
m−n∑
i=0
(
i
l
)
(−1)lai+n(1− p)l.
Thus, after a comparison of the coefficients, we get the result:
hl =
m−n∑
i=0
(−1)l
(
i
l
)
ai+n.
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A.2. Example Graphs
A.2.1. Graphs Containing Only Essential and Irrelevant Edges
Fig. A.1.: Example graphs with irrelevant edges (red) and essential edges (green) constructed from a
cycle (left) and cycles attached at articulations (right).
Fig. A.2.: Graph consisting of l cycles arranged as a cycle. Every cycle has 2k vertices. The resulting
graph therefore has 2k · l vertices and 2k · l essential edges (green). Additionally it contains l((k2)+ 2k)
irrelevant edges (red, the corresponding subgraph is a complete graph Kk).
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A.2.2. Non-Isomorphic Simple Two-Edge Connected Graphs
with Reliability Polynomial R2-ec(G, p)
Fig. A.3.: All non-isomorphic, two-edge connected, simple graphs of order three, four and five.
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A.3. Graph Classes
A.3.1. Decomposition of Brecht-Colbourn Ladder
e
e
e
e
bn
p · bn−2
p · bn−3
p · b4
p · b3p2
p2
·p ·q
·p ·q
·p ·q
·p ·q
Fig. A.4.: Decomposition of the Brecht-Colbourn ladder at the outer edges.
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A.4. Non-Isomorphic Graphs with Given Properties
A.4.1. Non-Isomorphic Simple Graphs with Irrelevant Edges
Fig. A.5.: All simple two-edge connected graphs of order seven containing exactly four essential edges
(green) and one irrelevant edge (red).
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A.4.2. Non-Isomorphic Simple Minimally Two-Edge Connected
Graphs with Given Order
Fig. A.6.: All non-isomorphic simple minimally two-edge connected graphs of order three, four, five
and six
Fig. A.7.: All non-isomorphic simple minimally two-edge connected graphs of order seven
110 A. Appendix
Fig. A.8.: All non-isomorphic simple minimally two-edge connected graphs with eight vertices.
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A.4.3. Non-Isomorphic Simple Minimally Three-Edge
Connected Graphs with Given Order
Fig. A.9.: All non-isomorphic simple minimally three-edge connected graphs with four, five and six
vertices.
Fig. A.10.: All non-isomorphic simple minimally three-edge connected graphs with seven vertices.
A.5. Maple Results
A.5.1. Splitting
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2, 3
1, 3 2
1, 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2, 3
1, 3 2
1, 2 3
1, 2, 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
6 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
7 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
14 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Fig. A.11.: All 15 forests with unlabelled and labelled nodes for a separating vertex set X = {1, 2, 3}
and the compatibility matrix whose entries are ordered accordingly.
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A.5.2. Example Plots for Bounds
Taking the example graphs of a paper of Colbourn et al. [CHM93] which are not too
small in order and size, we compare their two-edge connected reliability polynomial as
well as lower and upper simple, BBST and Kruskal-Katona bounds.
Fig. A.12.: Example graphs taken from [CHM93]. We will call the graph on the left Col1 and the
right one Col2 for shortness.
Fig. A.13.: Plots of the two-edge connected reliability polynomial as well as lower and upper simple,
BBST and Kruskal-Katona bounds of Col1 (left) and Col2 (right).
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